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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The terminology of ecclesiGlogy is complex both from the
viewpoint of New Testament studies and from the viewpoint of theology.

Ethelbert Stauffer in New Testam_ent TheolegY' mentions seven

basic ways in which the church described itself, namely, acelesia,
people of God, flock of Christ, God's planting, God's building,
ecelesia femina, and corpus Christi.l

Paul Minear in a study for

the Commission on Faith and Order of the World Council of Churohes
indicates more than eighty terms in the New Testament speaking of
"chttrch" and which he groups into twenty oategories.
follows

These are as

I'

1. God's ~

•••Kingdom of God, of Christ.~.kings •••sons of,
heirs of the Kingdom ••eholy nation •••ohosem race
2. Israel •••the 12 tribes •••the circumcision •••sons of Abraham
3. The Dispersion •••exiles •••strangers •••pilgrimso ••co10ny of
heaven •••ambassadors
40 The New Jerusalem •••heavenly, free Jerusalem •••the Holy City
•••Mt. Zion
5. God's naoa •••temple of the Holy Spirit, of Christ •••spiritual
house::7royal priesthood •••living sacrifice •••aroma •••first_
fruits
6. The Name of God, Christ, Holy Spirit •••names in the Book of
Life ••oNazarenes •••Christians
7. God's household, fami1y •.•sons of, heirs of God •••brothers,
sisters mother of Christ •••the woman clothed with the BttD
8. God's fl~Qk •••sheep and shepherds •••lambs ....
pasture •••fold ....
Passover
9. Slaves of God ,. of Christ ....servants •••stewards •••ministers ...o
friends •••freedmen
lEthelbert Stauffer, New Testament Theolpgf, trans. John
Marsh (New York. The Macmillan Company, 1955), p. 153.
- 1-
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10. Christls disciples •••followers •••witnesses •••confessore •••
those sent by him
11. The Way, acoess to God •••sect •••way of salvation, etc•••
ooming from and going to God
12. The Saints •••the sanctified •••Holy Ones •••the Justified •••
the Righteous Ones
13. The Believers and the believing •••Faithful Ones •••those
born of faith
14. The Elect •••the Called •••the Chosen
15. Fellowship in God, in Christ, in the Spirite ••in work •••in
warfare •••in victory •••in inheritance
16. God's planting •••field, plantation •••olive tree •••Tree of
life ••~Branches of the Vine
17. Christ's Bride •••Friends of the Bridegroom •••Wedding Feast
180 Miscellaneous Analogiest salt •••leaven •••building •••light •••
lampstands •••pillar of the truth •••sons of the Day
19 ..The Church and ohurchesl (to designate congregations located
in particular towns and provinces, to describe the whole
people of God)
20. The One new h~anity •••the New Creation •••ln Christ •••the
Body of Christ
Furthermore, an issue of the Eoumenical Review was centered on
different images for the church, namely, lITheChuroh which is His
Body," "The Body of Christ," "The Fa.mily of God," "The Good Shep...
2

herd of His Flook," and "The People of God. 'I
These indications concerning the nature of the terminology
involved in ecclesiology underscore the need for limitation.

A

proper study of all of these words is beyond the limits of that
which is being undertaken here.. Before defining the limitation to
be followed, may these pertinent notations of Dr. Minear ooncerning
these images be indicatedl:
lPaui S. Minear, The Conception of the Church as the Bodl of
Christ within the context of the different wals in which the New
Testament speaks of Christ. the Spirit. and the Church, Outline of
a study prepared for the American Section of the Theologioal Commission on Christ and the Church, meeting August 8-12, 1955 (World
CounCil of Churohes,FOC/TCCC, April, 1956), p. 1.
2Artioles of said titles in Eoumenical Hevltew,IX(January,

1957), 105-161.

- 3 Note 1. It is quite impossible iB such a listing to indicate
the fluidity of thought, the exuberance of imagination, and
the profuse mixing of metaphors, to be found everywhere in
the New Testament.
Note 2. There would be a far more extensive list if we paid
attention to the verbs and prepositions as well as to the nouns
and adjectives.
Biblical syntax was far more verbal and prepositional than ours, partly because of the dramatic and
relational charaoter of thought.
Note 3. There is no image in the New Testament whioh does not,
in context, bespeak a deep abiding oneness, wholeness, singleness
in that reality which we oall the Cauroh.
Note 4. In the use of every image, the person and work of
Christ is assumed to be oentral and determinative for the
life of the Church.
Note 5. Each major image offers, in context, an example of
the paradox of the ainlessness (or better, holiness) and the
sin of the oompany of saints.
Note 6. Each major image reflects a way of thinking which
spontaneously combines metaphorical language with a clear
ontological~eschatolagieal
referenoe.
Note 7. The profusion of vocabulary indicates the dangers
implicit in selecting anyone
term (e.go the Church, the Body
af Christ) as a fixed starting point or as the pivot of all
thought.
Perhaps the point most adequate for bearing the
weight as a fulcrum would be the ubiquitous aotivity of Christ,
so long as this fulcrum does not excluie the simultaneous
activity of the Father and the Spirit.
The wide listing and this penetrating
heeded.

Nevertheless

the churoh,

tKKA~~(~

analysis must be

from among the many images having

it seems pertinent
It will be admitted

to understand

the basic Greek word,

from the preceding

this word connot have all of the full and varied
necessary

for a full understanding

the most singular
1
Minear,

of church.

and most comprehensiTe

Ope

cit., pp. 1,2.

to do with

analysis

that

connotations

Yet it seems to be

word involved.

If one

... 4 would attempt
the church,

to study all the mal'lYfigu.res of speeoh concerning

it would become diffioult to find a line of demarcation

so as to have a stopping
Another
singular

factor

point.

which entexs into the ohoosing of this

word and its close counterparts

Only this word can be studied
Testament

and Jewish

used in a oompletely
background

carefully in the light of the Old

background.

The other words are generally

for their understanding.

and "relational"

This study, therefore,

degree the Greek word,~uv~ywyry

They

in their usageo

I

which in turn involve to some

This

limitation

is made with

for the very diverse and many expressive

terms having

0

to do with the church.

It is also done with a recognition

statement

concerning

of Dr. Minear

as the pivot of thinking
previously).

.I

will limit itself to a study of

lKK~~~~ and its Hebrew antecedents,

due regard

{I,"

new and different light, and thus their

is not very significant

are more "dramatic"

is that of background.

the taking of only one term

about the church (Note

This limitation

of the

seems necessary

7

quoted in text

in light of the

wide range of images and also because of the nature

of the back-

ground material. which is going to be used for this study.
Since a basic limitation
reasoning

behind

the heavy dependence

out this study will be given.
basic key to understanding
?

£KK~I'JO-'~

I

of this paper has been made, the
upon the Septuagint

The Septuagint

through-

is considered

the th:>ught and meaning

as the

in the use of

by the early Christians.

The term was perhaps first selected in Greek and by Greek
Christianity.
Yet its origins are in Judaism, and it is this

- 5 ...
Jewish Greek term, witR its LXX assooiations of dignity and of
intimate relation with God rather than the usages of secular
Greek, or any mefory of etymology, that gave the term its
appropria~enesso
It was the Septuagint which really gave the word l~KA~~(~
to the N.T., after it had acquired its specific value.
As
soon as converted Jews saw the connection between the20.T.
~KKA~~I~
and that of the N.T., it became regulative.
These two definite
scholars.

statements

George Johnston

indicates

are corroborated
in connection

C; I<KA'1

the Septuagint

of the Septuagint

understanding

its N.T. meaning.,,3

,..10..,

They conclude
indicate

in their analysis

that the authors

quote the Jewish
phrases,
language.

in

is "vital for

with the Septuagint.

that the books of the New Testament

of the New Testament not only tended to

Soriptures

Both Septuagint

and to make use of the Old Testament
fell into the turn of the

and New Testament workers

of giving expression

faoed the

in Greek to ideas which had taken

form in Semi ti e idiom.. Any understandin.g of the ~ 10th '1~I~
must include

a knowledge

from

I

EI<.IC'A~O-Ia..

but that they unconsciously

same problem

were conceived

Edwyn Hoskins and Noel Davey
?

also tie in the ideas inherent

with this very

I

'::>

word that many idea.s of the term,
and that knowledge

by other

of God
4

of the usage of this term in the Septuaginto

IF,,J,,Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, The Beginnings Qf
Christianitz, The Acts of the Apoetles(Londona Macmillan and Company,
1933), V,387,388~
2Karl Ludwig Schmidt, The Churoh (Bible Key Words from Gerhard Kittel's Theologisches Worterbuch Zum Neuen Testamen~), transo
J8R8 Coates (London;Adam and Charles Black, 1950), p. 25.

Testament

3George Johnston, The Doctrine of the Church in the New
(Cambridge: University Press, 1943), ppo 36,440

4 Edwyn Hoskins and Noel Davey, The Riddle of the New Testa~

(London:

Faber and Faber Limited~ 1931), p. 280

...
6 These scholars underscore
oonsiderable

the general statement made a

time ago, as follows:

But Christian modes of thinking were a thorough advance on
those of the Hebrews.
Often, therefDre, entirely new words had
to come into use to express new ideas, or else old words had
to undergo a large extension of meaning.
Still, the early
Christian writers, being almost all Jews, retained a Hebrew
coloring throughout their thought.
There was a basis of
Hebrew ideas beneath the new superstructure.
Accordingly,
even in the case of purely Christian conceptions, it was
thoroughly natural for the New Testament writers to frame
their language on the analogy of the existing theological
vooabulary which they found in the Greek version of the Old
Testament. • • • Facts clearly show how prominent a part the
LXX plays
moulding the religious vocabulary of the New
Testament.

in

,"

The evidence

clearly

shows a validity

in a strong reliance upon
r'

the Septuagint

in order to gain a proper understanding
,

connotations

held concerning

100 AeD ..within
apology

~

I

c:.I(K}.'1~lo."

Hence,

to

it is without

that the bulk of this study will involve Septuagintal
This important

of its justification
to the effect

role given to the Septuagint

in the previous

that it involves

transmission
discu'sion

comment by Hoskins

This raises

studyo

finds a part

the giving of expression

in Greek out of the Semitio idiom.

and Davey
to ideas

the problem of

of ideas from one language to another.

A brief

of this matter will be given in Qrder to have a olear

and sure foundation

for this studyo

The Septuagint
of transitional
meeting

illthe period previous

the Christian' community.

t'

of the

assumes its greatest importance

literatureo

It is a translation

which involves

of the Jewish milieu with the Greek milieu.
1

'

ReA. Kennedy,

as a pieoe

Beoause

the

it was

Souroes of New Testament Greek (Edinburgh:
T. and. T. Clark, 1895), pp. 94,95.

- 7 ...
the commonly
Hebrew

used Scriptures

Scriptures

with the Greek New Testament

the field of Biblical
link between

of the early ohurch, it links the

Jewish

theology

the Septuagint

and Gentile theological

This statement

stressing

to understand

In

is the conneoting

vooabulary.

the importance

is derived from the fact that it is basioally
is important

Scriptures.

of the Septuagint

a translation

and it

the nature of translation.

Every translation is a compromise between two civilizations.
Neither spoken nor written language is a series of one-to-one
correspondences between word and idea. The various words of a
language have a delicate contextual relation to other words, and
this relation oannot be exactly rep~educed in another language.
This inadequacy of contextual reproduction is especially marked
in the confrontation of two such distinct and historically
unrelated languages as Hebrew and Greek. Beyond or beneath
the linguisticlincongruities
there are all kinds of cultural
incongruities.
Translation is an impossible art, for the words of one language
seldom or never convey precisely the same ideas as the oorresponding words of another language.
Besides philological
differences in the words themselves, there are differenoes in
the assooiations which the words have acquired in different
contexts of thought and experienoe.
Thus the words of the
Hebrew Scriptures. in passing into Greek, partly lost one set
of assooiations, and partly gained a new set, while at the same
time the Greek words used in translation may have acquired
something of the value of the Hebrew words they represent.
If
we can recover in some measure the association of the Greek
words, and compare them with the assooiations of the Hebrew words,
we may do something towards finding the meaning which words
henceforth bear in Hellenistic Judais~, and wherever the influenoe of Hellenistio Judaism extendedo
A very real problem
which deal with translation

is underscored

by these two referenoes

of the Old Testament

Scriptures

from

1
Ralph Marcus, "Jewish and Greek Elements in the Septuagint"
Louis Ginzberg Jubilee Volume (New York. American Aoademy for Jewish
Research, 1945), p. 229.
2
Stoughton,

CoiHo

Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks

1934), pp. xi,xi!.

(London: Hodder and

- 8 ...

Hebrew

into Greek.

assertions

These two men are not alone in making

for their position

l

seems to be commonly helde

the fact that there is necessarily
fr9. one language

to another

such
Hence,

a change involved in translation

is a basic assumption of this particular

study.
In applying
interpretation

of the Bible,

the need of basic
gint.

this insight about translation

of the New Testament and that of theologioal

have definitely

Jewish and Greek languages
recent

of the
Several

this position.

that the study of the New Testament

to its syntax and grammar

with Hellenistic

by this meeting

and cultures in the Septuagint.

Snaith indioates

Greek in respeot
studies

been affected

scholars will help to indicate
Norman

consensus is found indicating

study at this point of juncture held by the Septua-

The terminology

formulation

a definite

to the theological

inscriptions

through comparative

and papyri has been benefio1alo

But the neglect of the Septuagint from the point of view of the
meaning of the words has been serious.
It is becoming more and
more clear, thanks to such studies as Dr. C.H. Dodd's The Bible
and the Greeks, that considerable attention must be paid to
the way in which the Septuagint translators rendered the
Hebrew words.
The Greek word in the Se~tuagint tends to carry
the meaning of the orig~nal Hebrew word and not its own meaning
as a normal Greek wordo
F.Co
Jewish

Grant indioates

writers

at Alexandria

that the Septuagint and the Greooprovided

much of the religious

vooa-

1
.
Similar references are made in the following two works:: P.
Katz, "Septuagintal Studies in the Mid-Century," The Background of
the New T*,!stament and Its Escha't;ology, edo V.Do Davies and De Daube
(Cambridge: University Press, 1956), p. 200 and Riohard Re Ottley,
A Handbook to the Septuagint (London: Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1920),
pp. 168,169.

~

2Norman H. Snaith, The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testa(Philadelphia: The Westminister Press, 1946), p. 205.

... 9 bulary

for Gentile

Christianity

and definitely

about which the whole pattern of Christian
suggests

that this is conspiouously
C.K. Barrett,

because

thought was built.

true regarding

while giving some importance

of the use of prophecies

interaction

oharacteristic

uses of the Septuagint

theological

&G~S

terminology

Be
I

and

f'cUPID:;'

•

to the Septuagint

in the New Testament,

of the Greek and Hebrew thought.

the most signifioant

gave the major terms

stresses the

He says that one of
is "the fact that the

of the New Testament

can

again and again be shown to rest, in great part, upon the usage of
the Septua.ginto"

2

Floyd Filson

says that the New Testament

much in debt to the Septuagint
understood
ground
seeking

that their vocabulary

cannot be

apart from a careful study of that version.

The back-

of the words in the Septuagint

is considered

imperative

the ~reek sense to comprehend

New Testament

usage03

These recent opinions
backing

writers are so

by the scholarship

a summary

and oonclusions

of another

are not without

generation.

of the use and value of the Septuagint

before

some

Edwin Hatch in
makes the following

statement:
The great majority of New Testament words are words whioh,
though for the most part common to Biblical and to contemporary
secular Greek, express in the Biblical use the conceptions of a
Semiti.c race, and which must consequently be examined by cognate
IFrederiok C. Grant, An Introduction to New Testament
(Philadelphia:
The Westminister Press, 1946 , p. 2050

Thou ht

2c•K• Barrett (ed.), The New Testament Back round: Seleoted
Documents (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1951 t pp. 208,2090
'Floyd B. Filson, "The Septuagint and the New Testament,"
The Biblioal Archaeologist, IX (May, 1946), 34-42.

1

- 10 ...
documents which form the LXXe
These words are so numerous, and a student is so frequently
misled by his familiarity with their classical use, that it is
a safe rule to let no wOId, even the simplest, in the N.T. pass
unchallenged.
The process of enquiry is (1) to ascertain the
Classical use of a word, (2) to ascertain whether there are
any facts in relation to its Biblical use which raise presumption that its Classical use had been altered.
Such facts
are afforded partly by the context in which the word is found,
but mainly by its relation to the Hebrew words which it is
used to translate.
Another
an important
Testament

recognition

of the fact that the Septuagint

role in molding the religious

vocabulary

played

of the New

is here presented.

There was a basis of Hebrew ideas beneath the new superstructure.
Accordingly, even in the case of purely Christian conceptions,
it was thoroughly natural for the New Testament writers to
frame their language on the analogy of the existing theological
vocabularY2which
they found in the Greek version of the Old
Testament.
This recognition
Biblioal

and theological

and has been demonstrated
Dodd's natable

in Greek

of Christianity

by certain important

which are raised against

H.B. Swete in An Introduction

seeks to keep from going overboard

while the New Testament
find. basic meanings,
the word under

upon the

is widely held

examples

in C.Re

Yet in all fairthis position

will

to the Old Testament
by his oomment that

scholar will start with the Septuagint

he must recognize

the further development

the influenoe of the Gospel or by other usese'

1Edwin Hatch,

Press,

vocabulary

of the Septuagint

work, The Bible and the Greeks.

ness, a few cautions
be mentioned.

of the influence

Essays in Biblical

to
of
Rich-

Greek (Oxford: Clarendon

1889), po 34.
2 H.A.A.

in Greek

Kennedy,

op. cit., pp. 94,95.

'Henry Barolay Swete. An Introduotion to the Old Testament
(Cambridge: University Press, 1900), pp. 452-4570

11 ..

I'D

ard Ottley

seems to hold a similar position in his treatment

the subject by emphasizing
and general

Greek usage.l

of over a generation
understanding
definite

of the Septuagint

In spite of these cautions by scholars

ago, the involvement

of the terminology

of New

of the Septuagint
Testament

tant influence
cussed_

of the subject to

of the Septuagint

Upon this foundation,

as full and as accurate
term for "church."
inherent

i· k

upon the subject have been dis-

as possible

an understanding

The effort will seek to develop

the historical

to find

of this ba sLc
the concept

This will eliminate

and origin of meaning

this word, this paper will seek to investigate

the preliminary
and burden

centurieso

in these subsequent

the background

and the Christian

literature

discussion

in this order.

has so far indicated,

R.C. Trench

to be developed
in his opening

named

them as heathen,

these

stages will be united
1

Ottley,

2 R.C

are reminiscent

for

the pagan, the

of study will be upon the Septuagintal

stages

from con-

growth and life of the church and also

of doctrine

In studying

Paul,

and the impor-

I<Avto-(ct.,

this research will attempt

A ..
D ..by the Christians..

the development

three

is a

in the word as it was used in the latter part of the first

sideration

Jewish,

theology

in the

reality.
The limitation

century

both the influence

of

Of course, as

the primary

weight

influence.

The

of the comment of

comments

Jewish,

concerning ~ kki\y!o--l~O
He
2
and Chris.ian .. The development

and brought

of

together to make some per-

Ope aito, pe 205.

..Trench, Synonyms of the Ne~ Testament
Trench, and Company, 1886), p. 1.

(London: Kagan,

- 12 tinent

conclusions

pOints,

At all

this study will seek to limit itself to this one Greek

word, ~KKA1~(~t
it, rather
Testament

in the final chapter of this thesiso

and words which have a direct relationship

than dealing
and theology

with

with the many images used by the New
to understand

and to explain the ohurcho

CHAPTER II
PAGAN SOURCES
The pagan usage of %KKA~O-Ia...
a very limited
is commonly

and definite

expressed

study, a brief

Bcope.

cannot be said to be that of
Basic understanding

can be learned.

for an analytical

Herodotus

In. discussing

For the purpose of this

lexical meaning.

seems to use the word in a rather general

the rule of Maeandrius

an altar to Zeus the Liberator

senseo

in Samos, he makes this state-

"For when he had news of Polycrates'

enolosure

of what

survey of some pagan Greek literature will be

used as a backdrop

ment:

I

death, first he set up

and marked out round it that saored

which is still to be seen in the suburb of the city;

when this was done, he called an assembly
of all the townsfolk,
::=:>

stantive,

).

I

e.k''r<I\V]&-ta...,

ing to the verb.
gether ..
,,2
also means

~

and thus addressed
in the aoousative

\
I
£I<KI\~<rI'1V

;':I
(

them:".

1

I
a--VVctY€IP(l,S

Here the sub-

case is of a kindred mean-

means to "assemble" or "gather to-

~ul/'a.ye{pw

I
yeq::w
before being joined with the prefi,x, O-UI V

"gather togethero"

means a mass oongregation

3

In this context, therefore,

,
z»

of the oommunity~

2Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English
Lexioon, rev. and augmented by Henry Stuar~ Jones (Oxfordt
Clarendon Press, 1940), II, 1691.

.. , It 10

- 13 -

}

E KklllJ",",Ia..

1!!!!_odotus, Book rrr , trans. s,n, Godley in The Loeb
Classioal Library (Lond.on, William Heinemann, 1921), II, 1710

3~

)

I

- 14 Aristophanes

uses this word in several relationships

which will be observed.

In Aeharnenses,

•
Ka.rux says
usages

1

Dilaiopolis

In the following speech the
These

01

t

point to the idea of making and breaking

the people.
influence

says, ~A~~

It is a group gathered

together,

of one for its assembling

Eguites,

Aristophanes

follQwing

a form of

is mentioned

Similarly

in

form of

assembly

concerning Pharnakos

This eould indioate

in

of

but oapable of the

or dismissal.

uses the aoousative

~I!W.' An

an assembly

a purpose

or reason

for meeting.
Thucydides
Athenians
action

121

uses

TrI>I

'7&Gt.v,e's

calling an assembly.5

in not convoking

comes up again. b
cognative
ooncerning

an assembly,

with

the convoking
is used.

ena. between

Again in reference

juv~rra't(""

assembly.

CI)

uae s £\.~MI-J""Ift, as a

In the preceding

of the assembly by Pericles,

section

1UV\/\OY6V

From the context here there is no real differ-

e::> XK A I--J&I<I.>
f

The non-peoulia.r nature of
in a section

to Pericles'

the use of this same phrase

In ::B00kii960.1 Thueydides

aocusative

in the sense of the

G#<KAI?O'Ia.V

concerning

;:l

I

seems very evident

Alcib1a.des and his relationship

In Book vo45, the assembly
1
Aristophanes

Aoharnenses

'Aristophanes

Eguites

51hucydide!

x

CKK/I\-jt>-/a

io139.3.

7Ih!!., 11.59.30

746.

to the

is referred to as the
2

169,170

0

Ibi.d., 1130

4AristoPhanes

6

I!l!!o,

~

1i.2201.

1030.

- 15 ..
three times, and then is referred to in the last case as

5"~o~

the

~kKA~~"~,.

In mentioning

the reconvoking
?

of the assembly on
I

to as the e KK"'Vj<>"Ia...
1
makes an alliance with the Argives and allies.
the next day, it is referred

Book vi uses two methods

previously,

used with a form of rrols/UJ;
accusative

Thuoydides

in

to indicate the calling of an assembly

which have been indicated

a cognate

and this group

and in vi.9.l,

WithjuAAiyw"

used in order to indicate

In vi.8.2, lkKAVJO-'~
fKKAV)crl~

is

is used as

"£KKA'1o-'~with Y.'YVO\..A...Q,

the holding of an assemblYo2

l.S

This does

not add much to the meaning but does introduce another common way
of its useo
TABLE 1
COMPARATIVE USE OF TERMS ~'OR "ASSEMBLY"

IN THUCYDIDES VIII

67-97'

viiio67.1
"called the popular assembly"

"bring before the assembly"
viii ..
67,,2

.sUVik).

no-c::L.V

,I)v

lKKA~~f~v

"convened the assembly"

viii.6e.l

ls

~v

o1f-1-ov'

o-=G TTCl-plufv

"did not come before the assembly"

'Thucydides, The Histor
of the Pelo onnesian War Book VIII,
trans. Charles Forester Smith in The Loeb Classical Library
London:
William Heinemann Ltd., 1935), IV, pp. 305-37~.

- 16 ..,
"before the assenbly"
viii.68.2
"by the popular

assembly"

viii.69 ..
l

~ Z K KA

'S I E.A0{j ~

V]cr,'a_. .. -

"the assembly

had been dissolved"

viii.76.2

"deliberated

tOBether

in public assembly"

viii.8l.l
"in a meeting of the assembly"
viii. 81.. 2
yevo

I

p-£,VI?5 ...

z»

"an assembly

I

ZK'kA'1&'a..~

was held"

viii.,82..
2
"after this assembly"

"at a meeting

of the assembly"

viiio93 ..
l

l ~£ I<A IJ

"held a meeting of the assembly"

0- "a.cr-o.v

viii.93d
"a meeting

of the assembly"

viii.94 ..
1
;>

~

. • • £. K

\
)<.1\

I

"the meeting

'1 C--Ia..

of the assembly"

"called meetings
This preoeding
cerning

the usage

of

of the assembly

table is worthy of several comments
?

I

Z KKAl-J""''''-.

The usages in sections

eon-

67 and 68

...
17 ...
point to the intercha.nge with. the Greek word., 0 'Cj /-<-05.
with

n-n1~U)

~ICKi\i1o-r<t...

either to express the calling or holding

I
an a.ssembly is a.pparem.t. rl y V"

of expressing
tive cognate

the holding

of an assembly.

as an ac cuaa«

its verb is seen as a com-

to mention

considered

lator of the text makes
cial nature

to

lE: kkA'1""I~

the ca.lling or convokLng of an assembly.

It seems apprcpriate
a regularly

of

fAa.. I

with a similar meaning

mon way of indicating

involved

Tn.e use of

that most of these usages

assembly

this notation,

in Athens.

The trans-

which indioates

the offi-

of the assemblyo

This was the first recognition of the Pnyx as once more
the true seat of the assembly.
The last assembly which had
formally met had been held at Colonus (eh. lxviio2); one
appointed, but not heIdI was to have met at the theatre of
Dionysus (ohe xciiio3)o
The context

suggests

to be a regularly

that this assembly

of the people was intended

called affair for the discussi.OD and decisions

of the peopleo
Unlike

the majority

of the examples cited in Thucydides.
::>

Plato

seems to make a distinction

some of i.ts synonyms.
the excellence

the

1
~.,

?

l.

'

ck1<On'1D-.«...

something

The presence
by Aeschines

<'luringa discussion

of the power of rhetoric,

spea.king before
seems to make

In Gorgias

of

concerning

:::>

.-\

I

po 372 in footnoteo

ocmaerning

2

This usage

'"

is also used

of the Aaphietyons
2

made of

between the two wordso

for an assemblage

the assembly

with

there is mention

/
or some other o-vAt.oyos

of a distinotion
£k~~~I~

I

in the use of c kk"~0-ta..

Plato Gorgias

at Delphio

4560

- 18 ...
It is oalled by this term when it included the pylagori and hieromnemons

along with those sacrificing

and consulting

l

the gOdo

He not only uses the word in this light but also in reference
the several

city assemblies

Aristotle's
understanding
During

2

which are called to determine actions.

Athenian

Constitutio~

and legal nature of the

the time of the constitution

(/3ou>.vf)

ohosen of 401 members.

.»

gives insight as to the
~

I

t:KI<./,'1o-t,:\.,

up to his time.

of Draoo there was a council

There was a fine for a Councillor

if he was absent from either a council er assembly
meeting.3
people

During the tyranny of Peisistratus,

e=.l
KIQ"I-JO-Ia.I

in an

to

and by trickery

which were then confiscated;

(t

KI<A'1D-ta...)

he gathered the

got them to leave their arms

and then he Qismissed the group with

4

the comment

that he would attend to all publio business.

introducing

the constitution

While

which held s~ay to his day, Aristotle

makes the comment that there was a proposal for payment in lieu
of attendance

at the Assembly.

This proposal

finally was achieved

the presidents05
Athenians,

an

the youth accepted

received

z»

through the determination

Under this most lasting constitution

into oadet groups.
before

This was to increase attendance.

I

£KKA~O-l~

of

of the

as citizens at 16 were organized

At the end of the first year they appeared
of the people where they displayed

shields and spears from the stateo

lAesohines

Against

3Aristotle

Athenian

5Ibid., xii.3.

Ctesiphon

124.

Constitution

drills and

6

2~.,

~.3. 4Ibid.,

125fo
15040

...19 ..,
?

In order to understand
this full explanation

the

of Aristotle

I

e,I<MI1D-Ia-

in the constitution,

will be given.

I

The Council (~OUA~) is elected by lot, and has five hundred members, fifty from each tribe.
The Presidency is filled
by each tribe in turn, in an order settled by lot, each of
the first four selected holding office for thirty-six days
and each of the latter four for thirty-five days; for their
year is divided into lunar months.
Those of them serving as
Presidents first dine together then convene meetings of the
Council and the People (5";j' !"'-os-). the ,Cou~cil indeed meeting en
every day excepting holidays, but the People four times in
each ,presidency.
And the Presidents put up written notice
of the business to be dealt with by the Council, and of each
day's agenda, and of the place of the meeting.
They also put
up written notice of the meetings of the Assembly (lKkt\\1,o-(a):
one sovereign meeting (one in each presidential term of office)
at which the business is to vote the confirmation of the magis-'
trates in office if they are thought to Bovern well, and to deal
with matters of food supply and the defence of the country; and
on this day of estates being confisoated read, and the lists
of suits about inheritance and heiresses, so that all may have
cognizanoe of any vacancy in an estate tbat Occurs.
In the
sixth presidency in addition to the business specified they
take a vote on the desirability of holding an ostracism, and
on preliminary informations against persons charged as malicious
informers, citizens and resident aliens, up to the number of
not more than three cases of either class, and charges of failure to perform a service promised to the Peopleo
Another
meeting is given to, petitions, at which anyone who wishes,
after plaoing a suppliant-branch,
may speak to the People
about any matter he may wish whether publio or privateo
The
two other meetings deal with all other business, at which the
laws enact that three cases of sacred matters are to be dealt
with, three audiences for heralds and embassies, and three
cases of seoular matters.. And sometimes they do business
without a preliminary vote being taken. Also the Presidents
give a first audience to heralds and to &mbassadors, and
the Presidents dispatohes are delivered by their bearerso

rO

Mention

is made of the payment

received

for both the ordinary

Assembly

( e KK~\t""'a-).

;:J

I

2

which the people

and sovereign meetings

From the early refer!moes

«()~~~~

of the

to the

i KI<A'1O-tO..,

lAristotle, The Athenian Constitution, The Eudemian
(n Virtue and Vices trans. Ho Rackham in the Loeb Classioal
London: William Heinemann Ltd., 1935), pp. 123,1250
2Aristotle,

OR.

cit., 6202.

Ethios,
Library

.. 20 it is apparent

that it included

must be assumed
the final

that this involved

constitutional

tion given,

includes

to previously
presidency.
the

meeting.

The discussion

both this solemn meeting

in the Athenian

In Aristotle's

Politics

reference

f

,

which was not a f3Cl L>A'1
of the assembly

Finally,

Polybius

/

z; Kt<AI1O"c::L

0

sources,

responf!li
bili ties

is made to the Homeric

of the citizens

1

in the time of peaceo

of an

E KMItu-.~

in a use

It is used in the sense of giving him

in order to address

it or to speak to the assemblyo

From the several references
pagan

it is clear that

of the chiefs, but rather a

makes mention

a form of S-,'OUJI-{.'

:::>

and also those referred

societyo

C. KKA~C-Ia..

the

for

of pay in another

was a called affair and with definite

of government

following

in the long quota-

met only once during each presidency

In spite of oertain ambiguities,

counterpart

In

as the o-~~os, which met four times during each

::::>
''
EKkll'1O"'CJL

.;:>

Of course, it

the male oitizens only.

pattern as indicated

the Assembly

the one sovereign
place

the basic publioe

it looks evident

which have been given from

that one cannot put very narrow
.»

f

li.mitations on the baade thought being conveyed by ~k:tcA'1()-I~o
Liddell

and Scott indicate

simply the meaning,

8ummo:nedo,,3 Their additional

~LA~YDS

can be questioned

"assembly

duly

note that it is less general
by the use in certain

contexts.

than
Thu-

lAristotle, Politica i11012850ao11 and footnote on passage from The Politics of Aristotle, Franz Susemihl and R.D. Hicks
(London: Maomillan and COe, 1894), p. 4220
2polybius
3Liddell

The Histories

ivo3406.

and Scott, Ope cit., I, 509.

2

- 21
cydides

eo

seems to use the words interchangeably,

seems to have a distinction.
more apporpriate

7r;l<M'1<>-l~'

The second meaning

Scott is that it equals the Latin,

examples

sources

comita, which means "assembly

indioate

that the basic

classical

Cremer goes even further.
of the t'KM~11'

I

summoned

It is "the common
anembled

in the public

of a free state; the body of free citizens summoned

together

by a herald

thought

(

k'ii' pVJ)

to the classical

summoned

by a herald

too much weight

• ,,3 George Johnston. adds one more

meaning

in sa.ying that it was an assembly

for specific

From the souroes

always

indicated by Liddell and

"any pub Ld.c assembly of citizens

term for a congregation
affairs

sum-

studied in this yaper.

and Milligan

use of the word means
by a herald .."2

seems to be

This seems to be correct a.ccording to many of the

of pagan
Moulton

however,

when the group has some kind of official

mons for meeting.

for votingo" 1

while Plato

business

listed earlier,

it

seems doubtful

4

placeo
if

should be given to the comillentthat there was

specifi.c business

involved.

Most of the other comments

seem to be in line with the examples
indicate

in an appointed

for classical

usage that

given.

z»

Hoskyns

and Da.vey

expressed

a "group

I

GKk~'1""a.

lIbido
2 James

Hope Moulton and George Milligan, The Vocabulary
of the Greek Testament (London: Hodder and Stoughton, Limited,

1930),

po195o

3Hermann Cremer, Biblioo-Theolo
Testament Greek, trane. William Urwick
Clark, 188;), po 3528

4 George Johnston,
Testament

(Cambridgel

10al Lexicon of New
Edinburgh: To and To

The Doctrine of the Church in the New
University Press, 1943), po 350

...22 ...
of oitizens
convoked

gathered

on summons" and later was for "assemblies

for political

that this political
late classical

purposes."

purpose

1

It might justifiably

be said

beoame a part of the meaning

in the

usageo

Schmidt

shows an understanding

of the pagan usage.

;;:}

I

i

The N.T. itself shows that l"KKA"1O-'ct_,
s used in secular
Greek for a gathering of people (Acts xix,32,39f.)o •••
From the time of Thueydides, Plato, and Xenophon oDwards,
and then specially in insoripti0Ds, lK~I\"1O-(a...
is the gathering
of the 6~\.t.o~ in Athens and most Greek oities. The derivation is simple and significant: the assembled oitizens
are the ~KK"'1TO I
(called out), i.,e. those who have been
summoned by the herald ••• 0
It is questionable whether .E. I<KI\.II1 I>-«'~
ever meant a
religious society in ordinary Greeko •••
This view is not affeoted by the fact that the political
assembly--at least in classical times--was not without a
religious undertone, being regarded as one of the most important duties required by the gods when they founded
the
city.
That this was so may be seen from the prayers which
were customarily offered by the herald before the !1,qC).,,,O-I'CU
2
and then by each speaker before he made his speeoh.
Thi.s same author

quotes i.n a footnote

a referenoe

ofE.

Peterson

in Die Kirohel
::>

I

lIThe seoular
c. tck~"o-(tL of antiquity is a recognized inati tution of the ZJ;Jt"~'>
It is the assembl;r of those who have
full citizenship, met together for the performanoe of legal
aots. • 0 0 The public and legal oharacter Qf Divine Service
in the Christian Churoh shows that the Church owes much more
to politioal models, like the kingdom3and the oity, than to
voluntary fellowships and societies."
0

From the use of the word thus far lndicated,
working

conclusions

can be drawn.

to more than a mere assembly
usageo

Generally,
1Hoskyns
2Schmidt,

?E=KKr\w>(a...

or meeting

there was someone

a few

oommonly referred

in its secular Greek

calling or summoning

the

and Davey, opo oit., p. 26.
OPe oit., pp. 24-260

3Ibid., p ..26.

- 23 people

into this group meeting.

This masS assembly was usually

called for the discussion

and voting of political

pecially

As a political

in later times.

for these male citizens
always

in session.

true as has been indicated

There was no, definite
whioh permeated
of a religious

in some of the evidence

souroeso

giveno

It had no connotation

body or group, nor was it ever used of an assembly

of meaning

of people.

With this background

in pagan sources, the attention

now be fooused upon the development
Jewish

customary

assembly other than that

Greek city life.

place apart from the assembling
of understanding

body, pay became

Political purpose was not

idea of religious

the general

eoncerns es-

will

of meaning evident in the

CHAPTER III
JEWISH SOURCES
The introduction
dependence

which was going to be placed upon the Septuagint

sought to substantiate
consideration.
and Josephus
dominate

of this thesis indica·ted the heavy

this dependence

for the subject under

This chapter will deal with the Septuagint,
as the Jewish

sourceso

in this discussion,

however,

a study of the use of the Hebrew
ated with

and

The Septuagint

will be pre-

and will be approached

will be a contextual

by

and Greek ~ords closely associ-

ZKKI\'16-{q_" then lexical and other secondary

will be used to further

Philo,

material

the inv·estigation, and finally,

study of the passages

in which

there

i I<",Al1o--l~

is usedo
/

"7£KkA~O-ICL

the Hebrew

/

e~KA~~I~.

?i1P,

word,

UJ tis
:?

in the Septuagint

is a eommon translation

however,

is also translated

.,. T

regularly

A recognition

translated

by cruva..ywyi

of this involvement

and Greek words in the Hebrew Old Testament
Septuagint
;::>

I

e Kkt\'1D-IGt.-.

involvement

complicates

the understanding

in the primary

material,

but never by

and in the Greek

of the Greek word,

three definite

of this
phases of

The first four books of the Pen-

tateuch

will be noted to see the interohange

n Tf

translation

and the usual

by cruva.-

of these Hebrew

In order to eome to some understanding

study will be disoussed.

..- ..

t

of

in use of

7yr?

and

into Greek of these words in the

- 24 -

- 25 form of &VVa_'tLUY~.

Sec<:mdly,

J.:J(?

and .1~?, will be checked accord-

ing to J, E, D, and P as Suggested
Briggs

lexicon.l

through Brown, Driver, and

This will relate the study to a oommon critical

view of a part of the Old Testamento
its variants
be checked

as listed

for their

A quick

changeably

contribution

check reveals

in the Pentateuch

A form of the noun of
Exodus

16:3; Leviticus

16:3, 33, 47.
tuagint

in the Mandellkern. Hebrew

and is likewise

10:7, 15:15,
in the Sep-

in Exodus 16:2; LevitillY

16:3, 45, a form of the noun,
in the Septuagint

t

'"

by trvvo....ywy{.

there does not seem to be any real
and use of the two Hebrew words.

will illustrate

Version

are translated

Similarly,

translated

in the meaning

Standard

28:3, 35:11, 48:4;

4:13, 14, 21, 16:17; Numbers

All of these passages

One passage

are used inter-

,..-T

In all of these passages

Revised

that )[f.I";f and Wrt.

with the exception of Deuteronomy.

by a form of lruvo..y,-,-,yio

difference

will

to the study.

)IT j/ is used in Genesis

ieus 4:1;, 15i and Numbers
Ls used

ooncordance

translation

thls interohangeabilitYe

The

of Exodus 16:2,3 is as

follows:
and the whole congregation of the people of Israel murmured
against Moses and Aaron in the wilderness, and said to them
"Would that we had died by the hand of the Lord in the land
of Egypt, when we sat by the fleshpots and ate bread to the
full; for you have brought us out into this wilderness to
kill this whole assembly with hungero"
The context
that which

does not hint that there is any difference
is translated

"congregatio:n" in the opening

,

between
of this

1Francis Brown, S.Ro Driver, and Charles A. Briggs, A
Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952).

- 26 section

and that which

The former

is

is translated

il t -;t while the latter is

,.

"

does not seem to necessitate
The Septuagint

uses

I

Crvvo-Y"""YI-J

Hebrew

corroborates

words mentioned

are normally

into the first four books of

the position

that the two basic

elements
about

in this section and

by the same Greek word, O-UV4.,YUJY'1.

The seoond phase of this primary

of the origin

Context or reason

<)

for both wordso

are interchangeable

translated

work of oiritoal

)",-1
p

towards the closeo

this change in Hebrew or English.

This brief investigation
the Pentateuch

"assembly"

studies

study is within

of the Old Testament,

namely,

of the early books of law and historyo

in the theory

inolude the oompilation

850 B.C., the E document about

150

several

Brown,
passages

Driver,
using

the frame-

the theory
The basic

B.C., the D document
Within this

and Eriggs have indicated

the Hebrew words under

sources for

consideration

in

this study.
The noun,
in Numbers
Joshua

in which

22:4 in wh'ioh it is translated

35:11, 48:4; Numbers
it is translated
The noun,

Briggs,

is used by the following

8:,5 in which it is tra.nslated.by

Genesis

with P.

7ilP,
T ,.

It appears

111'1',

r' .

sources:

by o-uvo.puy";;
z»

I

&KKA'1o-,tL;

E

D in

and P in

20:4 and seven other times in Numbers

in the Septuagint

by

I

o-vvc.t.)lUJ't

is the only one referred

1

i •

to in oonneotion

in Numbers 26:9 and 21:3 with the translation

1
Documentary Sources
ibid., p. 874~

aocording

"

of the J document

about 621 BoC. and the P document about 450 B.Co
framework

I

to Brown, Driver, and

.'

- 21 I

in the Septuagint

of

but is translated

into Greek by

one hundred
of Israel

21:17,

(;)j,xlW'
., T

22:18,20;

14-:5,1,

18:1,

15:25,26,

(4)

22:12;

111)1i1
-r
>-

lI~r?'Q.~7? Leviticus
Exodus

16:22;

22:30;

(7)il~?,,~

T

1];;1

'

".

4: 13; Numbers

111'1'
Exodus 16:1,
TOO

16:5,19:2;

17:6,

19:9,

16 :9.

4:34,

o'!f.41JiJ.-?~

16:2,

31:13,

Exodus 34:31;

.'

siatently

uses a form of ~uv~~w~~

From these few references
III Y seems

tG

27:20,

31:12; Joshua

f

32:2; Joshua 9:15,

).JI?'f

(8)il~~.G

31:26.

1

con-.

these passageso

some conolusions
P which

18,

Leviticus

'.rha Septuagint

to translate

hold sway throughout

)~)4J~

il '7-r.

8:3 and 22 other times; (6)

Numbers

1:2,53,8:9,20,

Numbers

25:6,

2, 9, 10,

8:4 and 29 other times; (5)

Leviticus

and (9min
J7):JJ..
)1lJ~" T" Numbers
'T "T
-,..

4:15;

in phrases,

31:16; Joshua 22:'16,17;

12: 3,6,19,47 ; Leviticus

35t"l, 4, 20; Leviticus

13:26,

espeoially

sense

T

32:4 Jeshua
11:1,

in P in the technical

the congregation,

'T"'

7,x l U;? n~t Exodus
"

It a.ppears

times elsewhere

of the Exodus,

11: 5 it appears,

In Numbers

YVj.

(1) rri n> ilc7
Numbers
-r ..

namely:
(2)

fifteen

O-Uva....y<-v

can be drawne

is considered ·the

-r"

latest

of these documents.

:JlrT

of

e and,

J.'f.

is observed

.,.

except D.
j1

The usual translation

The assumption

that the Pentateuch

interchangeably

o-uvo...yw,/'1.

in all documents
uses

)fll~
'r"T

and

is borne out, as well as the realizati(!)n

that in all except Deuterenomy
by

in the Septuagint

or D they are usually

translated

(

In order

to present

1
Documentary

the findings

souroes according

of a check on all the

to ibid"

p. 4170

-

passages

using

any form of

28 -

717-r e as

listed in Manaell.kernll.B
Hebrew

T

concordance, 1 the passages
lations

used in the septuagint.

will inolude

all passages

the Septuagint;

I.

by various

to the trans-

outline,

A.

.»

with a form of c ~KA

translated

all passages

in the Septuagint;

translated

acoorming

In the following

will include

Eo

form of cruva..ywy.[
passages

will be grouped

translated

in

'1<>--!~

with a

and Co will include all

other words in the Septuagint.

?q.;~.
A. I Kings 8:65; Joel 2:16; Psalms 22123; Ezra 10:1;
5:14;2 II Chronicles

Proverbs
Eo Jeremiah

44:15; Ezekiel 38:4, 15.

C. Jeremiah

31:8; Ezekiel 16:40, 23:46, 23:47; II Chron-

icles
II.

7:8, 30:13.

31: 18 (All are 7JXAos

except Chronicles

- TT'/\~

8 s)

?i7f:)).
-r ,.. :

E. Ezra 26:7.
III.

717 fJ a ..3
r

r

A. Deuteronomy

9:10, 18:16; Judges 2118;

Ezra 2:64, 10:12, 14; Nehemiah
I Chronicles

I Samuel 17:47;

5:13, 7:66, 8:2, 17;

13:4, 29:1, 10, 20, II Chronicles

1:3,

20:14, 23:3, 28:14, 29:28, 31, 32, 30:2, 4, 23, 250
B. Exodus

Hebraecae

16:3; Leviticus

4:13, 14, 21, 16:33; Numbers

ISolomon Mande."'lke,l"n"
'eterts Testamenti Concordantiae
atgue Chaldaicae (Berlin: F. Margolin, 1925), pp.

1016, 1017.
2This passage uses both
them wi th :fK1oC""'1<>-I/~
and &-vV'o..yw'l"
3A translation
for Deuteronomy
10: 4 0

for

711 jvII
'-r-

,.

,

...

and ;11'1
and translates
respectively.

)11"';>
.,.

is omitted

,

in the Septuagint

-

0

0

- 29 -

10:1.

11:12, 19%20, 20:6, 10, 22:4.

15%15,

IV • ) Q i:l 0.) •
A. II Chronicles
V..

7'0 R ~

.1

A. Psalms

VI •

1:15, 24:6, 29:23.

22:26,

35:18. 40:10Q

!t fJ. ~ ~ •
A. Judges

21:5; Job 30:28; Lamentations

1:10; II Chron-

101es 30:11.
VII"

Jnp
T

J.) •
T

:

C. Ezekiel
VIII.

11:11

(~Xt\o.s)..

?n f)!J.
-r :
T

B. Psalms 40:11.
IX.

X.

!hJl:? 70
A .. II

Chronicles

30:24.

C. II

Chronicles

30:24 (

I

}.a.-o:::>

)0

7V I?·
A. Deuteronomy

12z3;

B. Exodus

31:30; Joshua 8:35; I Kings 9:14, 8:22,

Psalms

12:6

26:5;

I Chronicles

(Hebrew:

/l-7Y

T '.

arollQ.ywY;'SjEnglishz
assembly
ious 16:11;

Numbers

28:8;

II

jill".:'> i Greek:
-r

Chronicles

1TAI1/)OS

>,

of congregation);

14:5, 16:3, 20:4; Jeremiah

Levi t-

26:11

50:9.
C. I Kings

6h14 (

1The Septuagint

?'~.j~~ is used.

1T"~VTo_,)o

has no text for Proverbs

26:26 in which

... 30 -

B. Genesis

35:11.

'17 i?? •

XII.

A. Deuteronomy
Micah

2312,

3,

9:

4,

Ezekiel 321-3;

Judges 20:2;

2:5; Psalms 89:6, 107:32, 149:1; Nehemiah

II Chronicles

13:1;

20:5; Ezra 10:80

B. Proverbs 21:16; Genesis 28:3, 48:4, Ezekiel 38:1, 13,

34,

27:27,

An analysis

of the above o~t1ine indicates

about the translation

the following

of the Hebrew by the Septuagint

t;

/11
p: (1) It was translated by a form of
T ..,..

forms of
twenty-two

Deuteronomy,

times in II Chronicles,
five times

times in I Kings,
attons,

32:22,230

for the
:>

E- k

I

Kfl ~ D-tQ..l

seven times in Psalms and

in Ezra, Nehemiah,

and I Chronicles,

three times in Juiges, twice in Jeb and Lament-

and once in Joel, Proverbs,

and Micah.

(2)

in Numbers,

eight times in Ezekiel,

It was translated

three times in Jeremiah

I Samuel, Joshua, Ezekiel,

by a form of &uv~ywY1

and Genesis,

in Ezra, Psalms, and Proverbs.

ten times

five times in Leviticus,
twice in Exodus, and once

(3) It was translated by various

other forms five times in Ezekiel, twice in II Chronicles,
once in Jeremiah,

indicates

defini tely substantiates

creasingly

several noteworthy

a trend toward increasing

and, in turn, the Septuagint

translated

the Old Testament.

and

I Kings, ani Genesis.

This summary

the later writings;

~our

J..
/rlj?

,

T

It also

b'::>
Y

~
£KKf\"~IO-

I

factors.

It

use of

)j1f>
TT

translators

a.n th ese same b 00 k s
•

in0f

points toward the interchangeability

in

3l -

om

of

)jl

...

in the first four books of the Pentateuch

"-11'1

p and

-rT

,

and the practically
by

unanimouS

translation

in this particular

~vv~ywy~

in its use to express

section.

of both Hebrew
The fluidity

terms

of language

ideas is evident from the definite

tions of overlapping

indica-

and the finding of trenie, rather than ab-

solute answers.
Before

leaving

and relationships
two conclusions

this primary research into word usages

in the Septuagint,
which apparently

eerning documentary
late ascendency.
rived forms of

it is proper to reconcile

are in conflict.

sources indioated

n 7-1

that

The study conwas gaining

a

Then in the study of the use of all the dethis word was found to appear more in the

).11-::>'
TT

;:>

later books and also to be translated
i1 :;I,~

The fact that the P source used
ture of the Pentateuch

by

I

e~kl\'1""'o..,

more often.

quite often in the Ii tera-

could be explained

by the realization

P, coming out of the Post Exilic period, was influenoed
developed
II

sense of

? q. [;?

that

by a

It would be natural, therefore,

to use

~1. to express the people of Israel during the Exodus period

in their history.
and developing
counterpart,

If this explanation

meaning

for

?~~

and its more peculiar

::::>

(j)fe: I<'K'>"'1

This relation

I

Q-l<>'-

to the tV(j)
Hebrew words and

the word,

trlJvO""'fl..Uy~{

lexically

in order that any indirect

h:J.1?-

Greek

is substantiatedo

tl<k..A.I?""~'

found to better

is valid, then a growing

t

makes it imperative

to consider these words

meanings from them might be

understand

regularly

means

"assembly,"

"congregation,"

or "con-

- 32 vocation."
vocation

Koehler

suggests

of the people,"
1

congregation."

Brown,

in amplification

"assembly,"

"Jewish congregation,
Driver,

II

"001'1-

and "special

and Briggs analyze

the word as

follows:
10 "assembly"

specially

convoked:

A. for evil oounsel,

for civil affairs;

Bo for war or invasion;

c.

"company"

of returning

D. for religious
fasts,

exiles;

purposes

- to hear words or for feasts,

and worshipo

II. "congregation,"

as organized

body:

A. of Israel;
B. restored

community

in Jerusalem;

Co of angels;

D. more general:
Brown,
word.
related

Driver,

In the paragraph
words

"assembly"

"company,"

and Briggs
listing

and languages

and Syriac

)/1 p as the root for this

list

this root, the following

Sahe - kahal meaning

Christian-Palestinian

list of

Aramaio

"come together"

- word for Aals;

word for "assemble.,,3

Gesenius
stem probably

indioates

means

that

.7i1j)o
-

i

though not used in the Kal

"to oall" or "to oall together."

1

(Leiden:

2

multitudeo

is givelll.:
Sabean -7ilj/) 117,1,-:>
meaning

or "'o~mgregation";

or "assemble";

assembled

Ludwig Koehler, Lexicon in Veteris
E.J. Brille, 1953), II, 8290

2Brown,

Driver,

and Briggs,

Ope

Testamenti

cit., p.

874.

It is regu-

Libros

- 33 ..
larly used in Hiphel

and Niphal stemso

7") i=',

I-; Ill~ as being kindred in root to
-

T

root with the signification
to the following
"sound" ;
ealore,

languages

Greek -

t'

1(0....\

calendar";

all point
meaning

e..LlJ ,

This older scholar relates
whi oh is an unused

of "calling."
and words:
I

I< eA u \-U'L1 , K £,,\

and English

"call."

This root is related

Sanskrit - Kal meaning to
(

e vW J
1

La tin - "oalo t

These lexical comments

to the idea of a group called together as the basic

of
The other Hebrew word which has become involved in this
LIlY

study is
Niphal

-r""

from the root ill>

+r

"to appoint."

stem of this root means to "meet at an appointed

"meet by apPointment,"
turning

The
place,"

or "ga.ther, assemble by appointment."

In

to the noun form of the word, the regula.r meaning listed

is "congregation,"
together

whioh properly refers to a "company assembled

by appointment"

or "acting ooncertedly."

down of the Old Testament
meanings

are listed:

righteous,

of evil doers, of Korah;

of them, and "elsewhere
technioa1

In the break-

usages of this word, the following

(1) "oongregation"

(3) elsewhere

of bees;

of God, of peoples, of the

(2) "pack" of animals,

"swarm"

of Israel, that i~ the whole assemblage
in P, except possibly Nu 2011(R), in

sense, of the 'oompany' of Israel of the Exodus, the

'congregation'."

Lexicon
William

meaning

2

lSamue1 Prideaux Trege11es. ~seniusl
~ebrew and Cha1dee
to the Old Testament Scriptures, (Grand Rapids, Mich.l
Be Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1846), pp. 726,7210
2Brown, Driver,

and Briggs,

ope> oito

pp" 416,411.

From the lexical descriptions of these verds, it is evi'"
them have a similar meaning of "assembly"
dent that bnth of
d

.lq.i?

has the sens. of being oall.

or

together,

" congregation."

n J7 has the sense of being together fro" appointment.

while
are brought

Q

to light through the root studies

e

These difference
of these words.

Both of these Hebrev vords are translated in the Soptuagl.'
nt

Il

:>. V"'''~V"

by ""V"~ywy~.
I

oomes from very o.mm.
I

.

root
y

>. r:,; in oompo sition means "together wi th" and X

words.

•

.. eans

Rence, tbe basio meaning of

oommonly to "bring" or to "l.ad."
the noun, C"UY,,",wy,/

'"

is "a bringing together."

In disou.sing

this vord more thoroughly, Liddell and S.ott give the folloving
possible meanings:

(1) "a bringing together." of persons, "colland "assembling,"

ecting"

'Mo.ov

or ~v'op~V'

,

i"pla

ce

';.oy

IO-Tl.AJV
....,.

(

;

the Jewish

of assembly"

especially

of

2) "assemblY,"

"syn.~~~".~

of harvest,

"meeting,"

"..eeting house"l (3) "gathering in"

"levying" of varl (...
) "drawing together" or "contraot-

ing" of rank. and "bringing together" or "clo.iag up" ..woundl
( 5) "coUec tion" of l"wS or vrit ingB;
"conclusion,"

"infer

rel ..tionship

of the.

(6) ".ombin ..ti.n" I and (1)

," "Cogent re...oning," or "..emonstration."l
enoe
ion
CU
In bringiag tOgether the previouS dis ••
of the

translation

Hebrew and Greek wordS ..s they meet in the
e
of the Old Te.taaent scriptures into Greek and the

pre ••nt brier survey of lexioal ••"nings, cort.in things can bs

-------------------------------------------------------------2
lLiddel

l

and Scott, 2P'

oil,'

II, 169 •

... 35 The fact that, of the two Hebrew words,

statedQ
closer to

l KM'101b..

mology ..

)0.,..-Tp definitely

can be partially

t
_oge th ar into a groupo

whioh is composed

seems -t o involve the idea of calling
Sinoe

:::>

is d erived from

I

eKt<A'tC"la:.
?

CiJ)f
the preposition,

t:K

t

'[.vvo...YIA.lY{

there is a definite

hence,

it often translates

J

e I<:KMEW

t

with the meaning

simila.rity present.

is very general i'n!.contentand is expressive

group together,

-;:>

with the basic

of "OU.t" or "from" and the verb, l<a.Ac""",

of "call" or "summon",

is -the

explained by a look at ety-

I

meaning

PI1T t?T

of any

both of the Hebrew

z>

The usage

words.

strengthen

of

7i1t? and eKKA~o-~
IT

their peculiar

Nevertheless,

emphases

the overlapping

in relation

to each other

in contrast to the other words.

of usage breaks down too strong

a point here.
Upon this foundation
?
(
L:KKAl-fo-1a..

in finding
several

in the Septuagint

scholarse

Trench
which naturally

will be added the analyses

of

This should help point up certain features

of

and meaning

:::>
I
I
£KKA'1"""a...,

of the Septuagint

•

points

to the breaking

community.

down of the distinction,

both were used to translate
:::>

however,

the

was in the mind of the Greek reader, between

He further

meaning

to comprehend

pz-aor to its use by the Christian

because

assemblage

of the use of

and also the words that are involved

its significance,~here

the relevance
word,

of the uBderstanding

looated

attributes

to

in a specific

with a spaceless,
is only applicable

,

e /(;KA'1<.J-,o..
the idea of an
place and also a generalized

spiritual

connotation.

2 vva..yUJy

where there is a definite

{ ,

group of

- 36 ..
people

involved.l

tuagint

If this assumption of meaning in the Sep-

is correct,

'lKKI\"'6-I~

a definite

as regarding

of meeting

change in meaning has been given to

an assemblage

togethero

Hort in The Christian
to as an authority,

Ecolesia, which is commonly referred

gives definite attention

usage .. He opens with the evaluation
was used in a strictly
,,1'1 is attributed

.,. .,

technical

to the Septuagintal

that neither

);1T p
nor
r

ill

sense in the Old Testamento

Y

T"

To

the idea of an assembly whether assembled

'ill? is considered

not, but

without:; the concrete reality

or

as applicable only where there is

, 7

the actual

on etymological

::>

grounds

I

e: 1(1<.'\ IIjO-ILt,

In all.alysingthe word,

meeting.

he claims

that there is no sense giving rise to

the idea of "men called out of the world or mankind."

Rather the

word simply is filled with the idea of calling out of Greek houses
to an assembly
?~?after
the shades

at the herald's

summons.

The increased use of

the Exile points to the fact that it was then accorded
of meaning

from both Hebrew words which had been used
.::::>

interchangeably

previously.

Greek word for

;QJ~ came

Hence,

came to mean both the actual assembling

of God as a whole.

as the primary

to take ~n all the associate4

both words for the Greek speaking Jews.

and also a more idealistic

I

,t; KKAl1o-tCL.,

The j~~

ideas from

after the exile

together of the Jews

and spiritual thought of the people

There are also indioations

that

came to be used only in the sense of a local group suoh as in the
1R.C.

Regan,

Trenoh, Synonyms of the New Testament
Paul, Trench and Company, 1886), ppo 3,4.

(London:

- 37 Wisdom

1

of Siraohxxl'v.23 and the Psalm of Solomon x.7,8 ..
Headlam

makes

a generalized

statement that later JUdaism
f

people

O-U\fo..'(UJY'1

the idea of

came to separate

as an actual body of

in one plaoe and the idea of
2
in a more ideal aen se ,

gathered

sacred assembly
Hoskyna

and Davey

have summarized

seem to have accepted Hort's

study and

the matter very ~ell.

Two Hebrew words, which may be transliterated edhah and
gahal, were used in the Old ~est~ment to describe popular
gatherings.
Although by derlvatlon far from synonymous,
they were used fairly indiscriminately, and were both applied,
in particular, to gatherings of all Israelo
In this connexion,
properly speaking, edhah referred to 'the society itself,
formed by the children of IaIael or their representative
heads, whether assembled or not assembled', while gahal
denoted 'their actual meeting together'.
But, after the
Exile, qahal came to be used almost to the exclusion of edhah,
and combined in itself the t~o shades of meaning which had
formerly kept the words distjnct. Meanwhile, Israel was
becoming more and more conscjous of being a peculiar nation,
a chosen race, the elect people of God. And so gahal of
Jehovah was used to signify, not an assembly of Israel upon
some particular occasion, but the people of Israel as God's
people distinct from everybody else, whether assemb!ed or
unassembled, the chosen of Jehovah for his serviceo
Johnston

corroborates

in the Septuagint
connotation.

came to have both a concrete and an abstract

It signified

ends, especially
aspect

the position that the word, t-k"",1'16-1~

worship;

a group of people met for religious
and also a certain peopleo

seems to come from

jn

j?

vhich achieved

predominance

John Anthony Hort, The eriltial
and COJlpany Ltd •• 1914). PP.
··7.

2 Arthur

Reunion

over

TT

I Fenton

Macmillan

This double

Eoo18aia (Lol1cloll:

C. Headlam, The Doctrine of the Church and. Christian
(London: John Murray, 1923), po 14..

3Hoskyns

and Davey,

OPe

cit ..
, pp. 28,29.

- 38 of meaning with i1~j

and identification
In turn,

pez-Lo d ,

the emphases
definite
lating

of both Hebrew words.

was tending

Stauffer,

Z

K

K

teohnic~s

He says, "

in

£KKA'1O-/~

for 9,a.halwhich is the covenant

in the worship of the Lord, and assembled

to worship

him."

to-

He also claims that the preference

of

j,1 j'';:l , stems from the

the Hebrew word,

to represent

IC-A.~o-':"_

to usage in

scholar, indicates a high evalua-

in the Septuagint.

kA """/~

united

.>

e

2..vVc.Ly lAJ}".{

from the Hebrew.

1

a contemporary

the LXX is the terminuB

gether

Scriptures

to refer more to a single place acoording

Philo a.nd Greek Judaism.

community

This fact stands out as a

by the use of this Greek word in trans-

the Old Testament

tion upon

was broadened in meaning to inclu.de

ZICKA'1O""'h.

change wrought

during the Post Exilic

TT

fact that the verbal

roots have the same meaning and that there

is also a similarity

of consonant

two final comments

2

sound ..

has been indicated

The first of these

previously

in the lexical

study ..
.'

A final and important
Septuagint

needs to be made

8

the contexts
usage

in which

is important

menta already
probably

this

probe of the use of lKt<:~IJO""'~

This is to analyze and understand
word is used in the Greek text.

in trying to understand

made and conclusions

indicate

most accurately

word by Septuagintal
1Johnston,

translators..

Ope

~tauf&eQ:'t OPe

in the

cit., p.153.

fully many of the com-

to be reached.

This will

the meaning attached
All the referenoes

oit., p. 37,39-~1.

This

in

to this

!Q!n:

.

- 39 •
cordanoe

to the Septuagint

or mentioned.

These passages will be discussed

historioal

writings,

apooryphal

writings"

Throughout

Greek word used wherever
Deuteronomy

4:10.

the following

"assembly" or "congregation"

~

9:10 and 18:16 use

of entering

J

a covenant relationship

verses

Presumably,

of Deuteronomy

23.

is used four times

These verses are giving

male, no bastard, and no Ammonite or

Moabi te shall enter into':the assenbly of the Lord.
the idea of a worshiping

this is a regularly

Moses

This usage

group of people before God, and

acoeptea thingo

Lord is this group of people&
age and usage

it is

with God.
t

the law that no castrated

that

in the sense

t:I<Kr.'1£>-ltL

who had left Egypt and who were in the

The phrase,

suggests

appearo

of the people who were at Mount Sinai or Mount

the total group of people

in the opening

section where

as such, it should be assumed as the

Horeb at the time of the giving of the law.

process

in the order of

general and prophetic writings, and finally

2~KA~~!~is not mentioned

of the assembly

by Hatch and Redpath will be utilized

The

;::>

~Kk)..'1O-Ia..

I

of the

A reference baok to this same pass-

is made in Nehemiah

13:10

is said in Deuteronomy

31130 to have spoken the words

of his song "into the ears of all the assembly of Israel."
appears

to be an overstatement.

This

It is likely to mean that he

spoke this as a part of his fare~ell to the massed ohildren of
Israel

who were about to receive the "land flowing with milk and

ijoney~"

Surely,

it is the assem'bled group of peopleo

_ 40 Joshua 9.2 (Revised standard Version - 8.~5)records an
ooshua
account

reading

to the entire assembly

f J

• and sojourners among th.m.
children

e ts
This passage sugg •
the

men "ere regarded as • part of the

idea that only the

m1g.
Thi s passage
official

and women,

°

ht

a

SO

point

1

n the d ree
i

i

,0n

e

Kt<A.&'ic,

~

of the men as an

to

....
l'
of Israel.
groTln,

to Israel~
The opening verses of Judge. 20 tell of

in re 1ation

§

war parley call.d

for the murder of a L.vit.'. conoubine.

In a record

to retaliate

whioh sounds late and exaggerated,l the leaders of the people
pr.sented themselves "in the asse~lY

of the people of God."

It

••e•• quite likely that the grOUP assembled vas from a limited

Action. was

section

,

.uch as is customary in the book or Judge ••

taken by this group to go against the Benjaminit •• for the preThe following

chapter in verses

vious wrong which had bee» done.
again to the ".e.. bl Y vhi Cn
wa. just ,..n5 and 8. makes rerer
....

enoe
Th••

tioned

previously ..

Israel

had not been

e

ref. • •s ol.arly indicat. that all of
r nc

included

The seco

in this gathering.

s
of David and Goliath in I::JCing 17 ( Engli sh

unt
version _ I Samuel) ,..e. .1:' KI<ll "",!... to expresS the armies or the
Israelites and Philistine. which were gathered in the general
tion
area. There is no religioUS connotatio" ..or li.ita
to ejust
s
ent
e
the Israelit...
It rerers to thO •• whO sr pr••
to witn •
the p

D

id

nd Goliath

Another

general

ersonal battle b.tV.... a~
a
.
•
20
-sage of the word is in I Kings 19. , where a grOUP of proph.t.

- 41 in association
prophets.

with Samuel is referred

These two usages

group gathered

together

in an assemblye

to the temple at its dedication,

of the Ark of the Covenant

the group of Israelites

for the event and feast is referred
8:14 the king blesses

in 8:22 Solomon,

in 8:65 the assembly

assembled
usage

to as the

t'I<K\'1O-I~

assembled
In III

0

the assembly which was before him;

the king, stands before the altar in the pre-

sence of the assembly;

wide area.

of

tkldl-]&"I~

indicate a common meaning for any

At the time of the bringing

Kings

to as an

in 8:55 he blesses the people again; and

gathered

This usage

is considered

is expressive

for the temple dedication

in describing

large and from a

of the group of Hebrews
and worship.

A parallel

these same events is found in II Chronioles

6:3,12 and 7:8..
The two books of Chronicles

Z

Kt<~'lO-/<!I_,

Septuagint

show the greater usage of

since they come out of the Post Exile period.
translators

these books.

regularly

An editorial

tion of ohapter

13 in I Chronioles

sense as well as religious

of David could be considered

£.Ic:KAIJO"tCl.-

,

in

to under-

one.

in a

The unspecified

group

just those present or perhaps some of those not

The ward in verses 2 and

of a gathered

•
t:::>
a,n
0

of Israel and the whole assembly agreed to his

political

present.

e

TT

David is recorded as speaking to

This oonsulting

include

.Iil

makes it difficult

request.

might

I-,

play on. "all Israel" in the introduo-

stand the use of
all the assembly

translate

The

group and not

The last two chapters

4,

however, is in the sense

in an ideal sense.
of I Chron.ioles give David's fare-

_ 42 He ope~s with a message

to the leaders

In

well to the people.
.e

as ••

in

, acoording to I Chronioles 28.2.

mblY
1cles 28'S is an app.al for the laW in the sight of the

the midst

of th

e
This 'Qsa.gecould mean the Vlhol of

Chron·
whole

assembly

•

of Israel.

in more of an ideal sens., rather than just anY specially

lara 1

e
asaembl d

group for worship or in on. place.

This Greek word
1

is used four times in I Chronicles 29. , 10.
David ad •••• tho as ....
bly. blesees God in the pres
dr
e assembly. urges the grOUP to blesS God, and the
r

consideration
under
and 20.

sence of th

ase.mbly aecedes to his requ.st by bl.s.ing God.

In thiS chapt.

appear. t. ref.r to tho.e assembled about David.
it

Th. seen.

••cribed a. basically a religiOUS one of a people devoted t.

is d
God

final instruotions fr.· a belove d k·1ng.
ree e1v1ng
. .

ThiS i.

people with wbom God workS thrOugh variOUS leaders.
God's

Early in the reign of Solomon, he took with him the

as••moly to a high place at Gibeon to s.ek the Lord. according
to II Chronicles 1.3.5.
present

This i. a grOUP of people physicallY

with the king for common worshiP-

The ..entio

of all the congr.gation of Israel coming to
n
Rehoboam in II Chronicles 10.3 s••$S to oe an overstate.ent. It
i. likely to mean a large grOUP and possiblY a representative
one, but neither inolusive of the whole populatiOn nor offioially

constituted"
II Chronicles

and Jerusalem

20.5 and 14 refer to the assembly of Judah

in the hOU •• of the Lord for worship.

eoneret. group of people in co~on

This is a

worshiP in a co~on

place.

... 4; ..
The as.embly
:1.ngduring
the k'

in the hoUse of tbe Lord made a covenant with
•
_.
regsr ng
e k,ngship so rea t1me ~f t~·Qub1e
di
th
.
A definite and concrete grOUP is

Corded in II Chronicles 23:3.
t
oat ed and dealt wi tb by J .hOlada, tbe hign pri •• •
em
indi
In addition to rererence. to an iKK~~~i~ at Jamoal ,
• mad.
mention

of the assemblY

at samaria following

a victOry of
e
h s re erenc would

i

u ~. ,n II ChroniCles 28.10•
over J d-~ .
T i
f
Isra 1
the a •••
consi.ted of tbe real leader. of
mbly
indicate that
was something of official grOUPo
ti
Israel and
II Chroniol •• 29. -}6 tellS tbe account of the sano 20
house or the Lord bY Be.eki.h, the king of Judah and
e

fying of the
his people.
_ refer to the main maSs of worsh,ppers ga hered for
s
and seems tA
' e ts t
oeremony in the temple.
OnlY the king, pri • , Levit. ,
at
the
, and trumpeters are ..entioned in any way .epar • fro"
singers
~ congregation
for thiS service.
the mai~
Hezekiah held an unprecedented passover
recorded

in II Chro

that the assembly

•• }O.
nicl
i~ Jerusalem

this oservano..
b

ThiS assembly

the temple

and with

1. di£ficult

Verses

as

2 and 4 of this ohapter

tell

planned along with the king for
co~ld mean an

some sp •• ial a~thority

to understand

celebration

0ff'
,0i a 1

vested

group about

in them.

It

ja.t what i. meant here by the us· of

•
Verse 13 indicate. that a very large
ing
assembly was present for the pas ••ver, ver.· 11 reoogni.es many
e
unsanctified
people in this great throng, ver. 2} recogni·e. a

quite

evident

in .ean

- 44 group decision

to continue

verse 24 relates
the people
rejoioing

the feast for another

the receiving

of many animals of sacrifice by

from the king for use, and verse 25 relates the common
';}E

of all present.

pressive

seven days,

K

IcAI-J.r.'o..in these verses is ex-

of the total group assembled
This contextual
to

for worship.

study now turns from the time of the

Divided

Kingdom

reflect

not only the usage of some Post Exilic writers but also

the description

4:64

II Esdras
numbered

the Post Exilio period.

of the events and people of this later era.
(English

at 42,360.

from their

of belonging
assemblage

Version

- Ezra), the whole assembly

In
is

This is the number of exiles who returned

captivity_

is a matter

These referenoes

Whether

of conjecture.

or not this number includes women

The use, however,

suggests the idea

to a special group even though their is no actual
of persons

This same number

in one place for wb~ship or for some evento
;:::.

and use of

I

£KKA~~'~

is used again in Nehemiah

7:660
In the tenth
connotations
confessing,
the Lord,

are evident.
weeping,

Attracted

new

to Ezra, who was praying,

and casting himself

down before the house of

was a vast throng of the people of Israel including

men, women,
is called

chapter of II Esdras some interesting

and children.

This mass of people in II Esdras 10:1

.:»

I

by the term, £.1<1<'\ I-j""'d., which is used in a general

that is, Lar ae Ldt e s assembled
8 of this chapter,
their property

by a common attraction.

those with foreign

and be banned

sense,

In verse

wives were both to forfeit

from the oongregation

of the exiles

- 45 if they did not assemble
indicates

something

of an official

at Jerusalem

in three days.

This verse

of a technical meaning for the word in the sense

religious

and national group.

The fully assembled

group of men from Judah and Benjamin is considered an tKkA'1O'-"a._,
in verse 12 and as a full group makes a common decision.
group deoided

to have certain selected officials act in behalf

of the assembly
program.

in examining

This action

to act in its behalf

is mentioned

spot, the official

and empowering

empowering representatives

in verse 14.

This one chapter

a group of Israelites attracted to a

Exile, though unassembled,
decisions

and carrying through the accepted

of the assembly

uses the word to represent
particular

Then this

group of those who had come out of

and this fully assembled group making
aotion

to be taken by a select few in

its behalf.
Nehemiah

called a mass assembly

issues of governing
its consent.

This

the people, according
.-"CKI<AIfO-Ib..

power as ~ mass of people
representation

to decide the practical
to Nehemiah and gave

expresses a group acting on its own

and with no apparent concern for the

of those absente

Nehemiah

8: 2 and 11 mentions

the

-t: k k:i\ It~~

as the group

of men and women of Israel who had returned form captivity and
who were now assembled
Lawo

This example

is another assembly

These are the children
and who are meeting

about Ezra listening to the reading of the
in study and worship of Godo

of Israel who had returned from captivity

as a religious

The other referenoes

group recognized

as the ~

KKA'1O-Ib...

to this word in the Greek Old Teeta-

46 ment are found

in the writings

more difficult

to assess

and latter prophets.

because

some of them are involved in

poetry and other types of references
gained from contextual

from which the meaning

study is limited.

Job 30: 28 gives a lament for wretchedness
in the assembly.

This, probably,

men in some sense before
Psalms

21:22

sions are one ohapter
praise

before

God and among God's peopleo

(Most Psalm references
number highero)

in the English ver-

and Psalms 21:25 refer to
The most natural place

to God was in the common assembly of the Hebrews

God.
Psalms

is a usage

25: 5 refers

It is merely

assembled

togethere

something

of a connotation

in a relationship
The

the heavens

~k:K).

of evildoers.

Here

people

of religious

in the Septuagint have had

of being met before God or, at least,
towards himo

and to bless God, according

to Psalms

In 89:5, the holy ones assembled

praise to God and as an expression

A request

in Psalms

of a group of humans

is a place to express thanks, to tell the

vt()'<l~

as giving

faithfulness.

an indication

favorable

39:9, and 61:26.

of God's

t 1<1<).1-)0"'(0-

Most referenoes

glad news of deliverance,

sounded

to an

which has been found at other points, but whioh is not

too commono

34:18,

w hd ch was made

refers to an assembly of Hebrew

given to God in the congregation.

for praise

These seem

for extolling

106:32 and 149:10

recognize
of God's

God and praising him is

The congregation

or assembly

is a proper place for these feelings and expressions

worshipo

- 41 5:14.

Proverbs

Godvs people

The verse only suggests, however,

meeting

together

and how unohastity

the sense of
can bring a

sense of ruin to one while thus assembled.
Joel makes
surrounding
the :::tICK"

a plea for national

his comment
which

'1O-t~

and praise

Micah
some wealthy

people

spiritual

The use of

~~KKA'1&I~

is to suggest that these oppressors
in Israel.

community,

as suggested

Lamentations

Lament

to God.

inheritance

standing

group before

era, this verse can mean a religious gro'up

of Jerusalem.

place in the religious
economic

Assuming that this

2:5 is set in a section containing rebukes against

Lord in this verse
their

in the section

to call ~he people together and to sanotify

is found in Joel 2:16.

is from the Post Exilic
for worship

repentance

God in Jerusalem,

as well as their political

;>t:Kl<A'1O-t~

verses~

and

1

to express a religious

which was forbidden

is made over the entering

could lose

They c@uld lose their

by the following

1:10 uses

of the

to foreigners.

of the sanctuary by those forbid-

den to be a part of the congregation

whioh normally worshiped

in the temple.
Ezekiel

3213

and 23 are listed by Hatch and Redpath,

but are not used in the Septuagintal
They do appear

in the footnote

texts in a general

text edited by Rahlfs.

and apparently

are used by some

sense of a group or oompany of people.

These

lRolland E ..Wolfe, "Exegesis" of the Book of Micah, !h.!
Interpreter's
Bible (Nashville: The Abingdon Press, 1953), VI, 913.

_ 48 -

examples

are not

of the worshiping

groUP of HebrewSo

In turning to the bookS of the Septuagint which
~

US.

but which are considered apocryphal, thiS study points
e
Swete leans t. the opinion that the. books

KkAI-JO-,Q_

to a 1ater usage.
or Aramaio originals, and his dating of tnose originals
had Reb raw
will be the one

~

used in the following

paragraphS.

1

Judith, which i. dated in the vicinity of 156 B.C., uses

e: 10eA \j

~,~ four times.

All the references indieate an a••embly

I

noluding women and ohildren.
of th e people

t wae not just for

i

I

sinoe it deals with oonditions while fighting
religious

ends

s> ers, but there io a definite religiOUS overtone to
w'l.th out

'd

e actiono.

It is God'. community

or

people and thiS assembly

all th

ress itsslf in oommon to God thrOugh prayer.

It is a

does exp

e assemblage of Hebrew p.ople, who considered the.eelve.
visi'bl
children

of God in an ideal sense.

The

Wisdom of Sira

ch

u.es 'cK"A~~:~ in .everal way..

Thie

>. dated in the vicinit, of 1,2 B.O. In 26.5 the ~rd ie
bOok '
llsed in a very general way to mean a grOUP ~hich 1S
. h ere dseer i bed
This i. a very 100.e usage to indicate
as an unru.ly multitude ..
a group assemblede

Wisdom in a .an will open his mouth

10
the wi •• are praise' bY the congregatiOn This congregation

could refer to the Jewish

grOUP

'9.

•

in etr i 0tl,.

_ 49 The dating of
or partly in a religiOUS
reli g i QUB

sense

sense.

point more to tbe religious.

Similar to this usage
the book would
ve
is tbe comment in 2}.2~ that tbe adultere.s will ba
her childber in tbe oongregation and in 44.10 that tbe
ren taken from

praises

oon gregation

the holy men.

• word is us.

FinallY, ia a very distinctly

in oonnection with a worshiping

d

reli g i QUS sense th
group b

efore the Lord, in which the priest giveS blessing to the
ThiS is referring to a derinite religioUS
of I srae 1 •

eong regation

assembl.d

in worshiP before God.

These last references

group
are in 50:13 and 200

The us.s of

tK~A"&'~in

I Kaocabees

s.em very muoh in

diSCUssed on•• ' In 2.5 mention is
6
as on. who bore witn.ss before the c.~·gation
of

the previouslY
common with

on

made of Caleb

people.
his

Thi. usage SUggests the conoepti

of the children
su s
which met to decide io • • Similar

he Exile .s an ass.

of t

commenting
Usages

in

moly
on incidents near to the Ka.cab.es are

5.16 and 14.19.

Th. for••r passage mentions that the

fOUnd in

• was consulted on a military matter and the latter conn
a
asaemblv
ore the oongreg 1 ' a
cerns the reading of an agreement ber
t'o
t
The • are all actual meeting· of the
In 3:13
s
J erusalem. for approva1o

for discussion

and action concerning iSSues.

People

••abees collecting an ',"",A ~ ~,~
ret. renoe is made to Judas !'la
' of
e faithf
th

1

u

ThiS

men for battle.
a grOUP ch.

a group meeting

n·ot SO

mU~~

u.

in the sense of

.~
for a task at hand.

It is •
sen
as its modifiers aske it one .f faithfUl religiOUS

generalFina.lly.
group, but 4
lIlen ..

~a

, in

el
regatiOn
:59 the cong
~

of Isra.

is referred

to

- 50 ...
as ordaining
.::>

J

the Festival

of Lights to be kept annuallyo

takes on the oonnotation

t:KKAI1C>-Ia...

still an actual

meeting

Here

of an official group, but

to make a decision ooncerning a religious

festivalo
This oontextua.l study of
in trying

to understand

its usage.

the developing

Immediately,

Septuagint

in the Septuagint aids

~I<K:;\I-JO-!£._

however,

meaning of the word in

it must be said that the

does not use it with only one connotation,

generalizes

the meaning

but rather

and gives it flexibility.

There are a few times in which it is used for a general
group or company

oomposed

not have been called

of human beings.

together,

This group mayor

may

but still is in assembly together.

In these

cases,

the word does not refer to more than the fact that

a plural

number

are together

in one placee

This is the simplest

of meanings.
The Septuagint
of the Israelites
reasons.
praise

Often,

together

religious

usage

connotation
Several

or religious

together in worship or
It is an actual group

some offioial body of

baok to the pagan usage.

and at othertimes

as an

to express a group

At times, in this sense of a defin-

group it seems to indioate

of men only sometimes,

I

for politioal

and his children.

realitYe

and as suoh hearkens

This frequent

eKKA~~Q

it is the people gathered

in concrete

itely assembled
Israel

gathered

of God as his people

assembled

:>

oommonly uses

'::>.!"k'kA'1<>-I~

It is used

includes women and youtho

of God or of the Lord gives a

and limi ta'tion to the word"

examples

have pointed

to the use of this word in

_ 51 ...
~

the

sense o£ Israel

&6

in an 1'de~1 expression.

entire people of God yaS asswoed.
the

·oagB no assembled,
Th
~
t

ThiS is especiallY true in

Those who returned and were Hebrew

the usage af'lierthe Exile.
referred to the total grOUP .ye~ though there yas
people often
ual thought of meeting together. ThiS seems in harmo~Y yith
no aot
or thiS period upon separatism both as a religiOUS
the emphasis
and a. nationa.l group.
ost peculiar contribution
the m
.The septuagint
study of

for
utili

e

h

0f thilllword"

a .emantic

of tbe septuagint to the connotation.

ze two late JeYish

is by far tbe most important Jevis

7c,,~A""':<L.

.ouro

In order to recognize and

sources. brief comments Yl·
'11 b

ma d•

this word in PhilO and JosephUS.
Philo is a combination of Hebrai.m and Hellenism and re-

ooncerning

the intellectual
flects

life

or

JeYry in Hellenisti. Egypt during

from }O B.C. to 50 A.D.

H. shoYS that ,he Hellenistic

his life
originated from the teaohings of M••••• The aajority of
"10 dolO
1
pas sage S ohe ck ed in "hi oh Pbi louse. ?CKI<A ".,.,,,- are ill ref er-the
o Deuteronomy 2,.lf. ill yhiCh Moses give. the laY that no
enee t
c, or bastard

shall enter the congregatiOn of the Lord.

In

eunuh
o express thiS tora in the Old Te.ta.ont, Phi~.uses the
order t
foll."i ng phrases:

:Z-KKAlIJo--/(l.S

1''I1:S

1~pa..s ' 2

.. 52 c

-..

,

IE pa..:>

~,
{IOyDV

,,~\

kal

I

C

6Kk.I\~O-I.<LS'
I

was found

O-U/\-

These phrases are used to express

found in Deuteronomy

KUp 10 o

son to ascribe

4

~

1Ep<t.:>o

3

a meaning

23:lfo

;::::.

LIS

There is no rea-

here in the use of Philo different than

in the Septuagint.

He accepts the idea of Israel as

a worshiping

community

before God to which assembly many were

unacceptable

according

to the laws of God.

Schmidt contends that
/

his Hellenism
=

I

I~pa..

is clearly

to modify

~

back to olassioal

indicated

KkA I-J~/CL

usage

5

through the use of d&la-

Another issue which links Philo

0

is raised.

In the reference

in On Dreams,

seems to be used synonymously

That They Are God-Sent,
This similarity

with

and

discussion

of Thucydides

discussion

of Plato.

was noted previously

and a dissimilarity

It is interesting

Philo would use these words together

in the

WaS observed in the

to note that at this time

with apparently

the same

meaning.
In another
Greek framework
freedom

instance

of thought"

and its importance

~KKA~~(~

He discusses

the oonfirmation

in the Greek world.

in very muoh the traditional

Greek men summoned
1

Philo uses this word within a common

for politioal

Philo On Drunkenness

considerations

of Tonernes 114.

3philo

On the Migration

of Abraham

4philo

On Dreams.

6philo

6

and for discussion.

2130

On the Confusion

Gpo

To do this he uses

sense of an assembly of

2phi10

5~chmidt,

of

69.

That The;l Are God-Sent 184"

cit., p. 54~

Every Goed Man Is Fre~ 1380

,0
10100

I

- 53 ...
sense of an assemblY

of the Greek

s l
the younger godS are addressed by the older one •

He also uses the word in the
gods i n which

seems to iadio

ate

One usage
out serious

purpose

a mere gathering or some sort withThiS type of ohance assembly,

as

2

or reason.

e market place. was t. be avoided by a man or "iodom.

well as th

He no t only used thO word. 'l"!<II" ~oiL. in a sense simil ar
in dealing vith Deuteronomy 23 but also in

e Septuagint
to th
sever a 1 other

cases.

His

ar

ds

ordinary part of the holy a.semblY ••un
Was no

siail ThiSto ismany
a

grouping and could refer to thiS religiOUS asreligious

y e¥en though it did not meet tOgether at one time and place.
sem"bl

oongregation

is alSO recOgnized as belonging to the "Ruler of

The
This is a spiritual rellowsbiP whieh oannot be knOwn apart
all .."
from Moses" 4

Hort seems perfeotlY justified i" saying that "JosephUS'
OU. ola ••ioalism deprive. US of the informatiOn which •

ostentati

in his position might bave afforded us" on thiS Bubi iO
better J
Tblis
Josephus dissooi.tes ;::
t<,,),,~,'~ fro" rel g " and aPPU.·
e
5
jecto.
ti a
it onlv tn
.mblies
ly
• _ seo~ar gatherings ~oh as poli e 1 as.
•
cked'
ow

rue in the fo11 ..
passages "bieh were ob.
ing
o
i8 t
1Philo 6"

tl!."'Et.r~

l}.

44
2 Philo

On the S eeial La"· ii.

Philo Oa Dreams

That The

3

4Philo On tbe Chane

•

Are GOd-sent 187·

4
or Na~s

5Hart, ~p. eit~, p. 7e

20 •

out. n...•

•

__~~~~g~u~ijt~i~e~~
xiv.150, and ~e
l!..wish Anti
Sohmidt

Jevish Waz iv.255 and vii.~12.

evaluation~l
es
It may be true that these last two Jewish sour.
lack

ooncurs

in this

•
value b. e cauae

vas done striotly from a Greek v .~o n"
i

the1.r <Jork

however, involves the meetiM
The Septuagint,

i t

of the uebrew
cr

with the Greek.

Philo only oorroborates .ther usage.

terminology
previously

noted

and Josephus i. very muoh

classi oal usage.
__

0£

a £1 .sh b ••k to

-----------------------------------------------------1Schmidt,

Ope

cit~t p. 54.

CRAPTER IV
CHRISTIAN SOURCES
esia
new

s employed by Christianity the word .ocl

embodied a

"A
api ooncept"
r which the world waS ready, ~whioh was the
l.on fo
dev
ment or principle. innate in Judaism, and awaitinga
ritual fulfil
tion
• which only cama into b.ing in the new life and rav.l elopment·
Jesus C~i.t."l
~i. chapter i. going to ~a
•
through
of

study

dUrO:tng
the

e

r1ef attention will be given to Clement and
B
lIlent

B

stat -

0

of L at in usage by Deissmann.
G.H~Co

in Act s and in the Pauline writings.
for tha purposes of thiS study. it will be given
not complete
with one addi tional catagory· liewrites'
and.
U.sed

in Ant

Pauline epistles tha use of the word "church"
threafold: (a) ThO whole church as lia rel'19 i ou.
also U~1 t;r; 20: 28 come s neare st to thi. "cathO c" usa; of.
eo g. l'l1; 9,31; I cor. 10032• (b) ~a local
26 Christian body"
com
3.1, "the church at Antioch" or 11. , whereence
the loCal
in ;unit at the same place is cahed "tl1Ochurch"; ao both

so'
As
i c the
COIlUll
"1S

aul yand Acts we have "tbe churches" with rerer

1

Headlam

,

...55 ..

to

(0) The

original uee' th1' is much the most common usage.

local
bodies·
So throu
h
w1th' reference to people in actual assembly
would e.g o~~ I Cor. 14 1, hKA"":falmost ..eans, as ;~

..ean "a/'
a,n ohurch," and in 14.23 ,..r> ;:"·~1~{·
...m.Y
An exten.~hurch'"
just as 2.46 "",<' 01'",
means "at no.. ··"
word to th
of this usage would b. the application of the
22
A POSSible"on church building, as with the word "Synagogu.e."
where 0'] " but unlikely, .xamp1e might beureh
I Cor. 11. ,
may be ,1<1a..::>
(homes)land
t:<"A"":~· (ch
building?)
ne
l.n antithesis
of uses is complete if one looks at the iss
from

Th

•

is outline
the E nglish

It io inadequate whenever o"e is
word,

th

"church."

all of the us's of

i~·A"..,b_

in either Acts or

gOin g to inolude
of the New Testament.

e whole

in th e New T estament

in several

at indioated in his third category, but sufficientlY
si

simil ar to th

n meaning to~rrant
diff erent

i

will be focUS.

.eparate .tudy in this the

"

upon thio non_Christian usage before
d

SCrutiny
fu.rth er e 1 aboration

of the other three

Several of these non_Christian uses are in reference
to
ar
e
in the Old Testament and oonsequent1Y .r .imi1
to

lIlaterial
idea s present

in the septuagint~

use in Den teronoIllY4.10, 9).10, and 18'160

It rerers to

to its
regation of Isr.
~hioh waS led ••t of Egypt by ••es
e1
•
the Nq
WAioh entered into a co~enant relationshiP with God. The vord
and
b1ed
711;
definite grOUP pr••• nt and •• se_
tOgether .' God" "I
i lll.p 11es a

reno

Ohild
qUoting
ill.

HebrewS

2.12 use.

Psalms 22.2 •
2

';1<1<"""1..

to repre.e"t thO aebrew
a

ThiS refers to a oongreg

t'on of the
1

.
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Jews i n which

praise

from the use of
UBe in

the

1:K~

is

its

,,_,~_ in tne previouS discUssion of
1 L<'~'~

Psalms.

:i'K.iI.,,,.,:"

Aot. 19' 39 useS
olassical

This setting is familiar

given to God ..

se

in thO .en

ar

Greek and in other .ecul

that it had been

~ritings.

It

Used by

t

he regular meeting of the oi)fO$ and "as that ~hich lIlet

rep resents

t

In discussing the riot at EphesUs,
e
>hree ti mes each month.
is uBed .lso in verses 32 ani 41 of thiS .am chapter.

c

k ..." VjO-I~

the lIleaningsee.s to be that of a mob "hieh

In. these

two verses

This is not s technical or common us. of the
This use

a.Ssembled together.
W'Qrd , but

b

rather a simple application to a ao

groUP' that publiC

seem out of harmonY ~ith an observation
made
I
1

doe s not

the

lIleetings commonly

were

assembled

!J beL "'t'f'Dv' e

in

It is used to denote thOSe of the
Finally, nebre"S 12.23 uses

41

fficult

to understand

fully.
Schmidt
questions .eriouslY "hether or not
2

hea'Venly
this

Jerusalem ..

It is in

technical Ne" Test ..ent sense.

is used in any

o a group about which little is known or can be sur-

refe renee

t

lIli sed.

All of these usages and passages diSCUs.ed in the last
T

paragraphs

t!lat ';~,d\"~;~is used in the Ne~
ate
similarlY to both the septuagint and pag~

indio

three

ament Soriptuxe
est

s
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The word i. found in theSe passages as one
Greek literatureo
While these ex"
no way affeoted by Christianity.
which.. i S 1n
.
d
n
e ••w es a~ent. they do form ons
not
eommon
i
th
~
T t
amples are
efinite grouping.
~
seeond and more oo"",on usage of
J<~).",.J,_ in tbe Jlew
A
to "the whOle churoh as a religiOUS

t

estament is in referenoe
comm unf ty."

not asse~bled

into a congregation and e~en when geo-

when it is

locations
graph1'cal
gather

would ..~e it praotiCallY impossible to
There is a oertain abotraat quality noted

in one place.

In modern t.r~nology.

ch

the ohur

is oonsidered

in th e church.
as "c a t holie"

or "eoumenical."
A

Aots 5:11 mentions
oh
fear after t he dea.ths
summary sta.temen in Aots ~,31refers to the churate in
t
tYPical
a, Galilee, and samaria in the .on.e of a oorp.r
grOup.
all
'
dero
Jude
relates Paul'. advice to the Ephesian el
"to feed
A.cts 20:28

the

Own

ohuroh

of the Lord, which he obtained for himself with • •

blood • "

~i

- 59 with Christ and the worlde
While recognizing

that many problems and questions

be raised concel'ning the use of
best texts

still include it.

;::;::

~

cKM'1D-'a....

I

can

in Matthew 16:18, our

Without answering the question about

Jesus' use of the word, the use by the writer still fits into
this general

category

as referring

Other passages
I Corinthians
of God;

to the whole church6

and something of their meaning include:

10:32 - in actions give no offense to the

I Corinthians

ities according

12:28 - God has set various

to the spiritual gifts in the church;

inthia.ns 15:9 _ Paul claims unfitness
because

of his persecution

Paul claims inferiority
revelation

as was indicated

to be called an apostle

of the church;

in knowledge

I Cor-

Galatians

1:13 -

of Christ apart from direct

by his persecution

of the church;

3:5 - a bishop should be qualified to manage the ohurch;

I Timothy

and I Timothy

3:15 - the church of God is the household of Godo

The church in this corporate wholeness
geographical
far distant

location

is definitely

from classical

,:,~

to the

responsibil-

I

t;KI«\I1D-ILl..

regardless

of

a developed meaning which is

or secular usage.

of God and Christ.

There is a oneness

Christians

form a fellowship

with Christ and with each other to the point that assembling
together

is unnecessary

the necessity
universalistic

to be called an

of a concrete assembly

CKkA~o-(~

F

./
0

urthermore,

becomes an absurdity

for this

faitho

The most common New Testament
relation

;:;>

all

usage of i?KM'1crl~

is in

to the church as a local body, that is, of a town, village,
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home, or other g••graphical area.

This usage in the same way

as the last one discussed does not demand an aotual assembling.
This eliminates the us. of "cOngregation" as an absolute transl
er
e
lation for r~<,>v,!,._ as "as sUggested by Tyndal and cranm •
Som.l\Ow it is "a corporate body eyen whOn not ass.mblea.,,2
Schmidt elaborates upon thiS speHal

nature of the Christian

e~'A"~'~as it is manifest whether the corporate group be a

.>

universal

one or a local one.

The contra t with the other (worldlY) l J( ~A" o- ~~I Ls not a
matter of Squantity but of quality. Size is an object in the
oas of a national g~h.ring, but not for the gatheri~ of
thee people of God. The es.ential is that God gathers hiS own.
Numbers depend upon him whO calls, and only secondarily upon
those who respond to tile oall. "Where two or three are gathered
together i~ rrry na.. tMre "'"I in thO midst of them." (Matt,
e
xviii,20o)

As was mentioned previouslY, the majority of the New Testament
<Ki<!I"~'~

?

references

are to that of a corporate group in

I

to an

a looal .ommunity or place without regard to their assembling.
The evidenoe for thiS usage seems over"he1ming - Matthew
18.17,18; Acts 8.1,3, 11.22,29, 12.5, 13.1, 14.23,27, 15,3,4,22,41,
16.5, 18.22, 20. 7; Romans 16.1,4,5,16,23; I Corinthians 4.7,
24
1
7.171 16.1,19; rr corinthians 1<1, 8,1,18,19,23. , 11.8,28, 12'
13;

Philippians 4.15;

2.14;

Coloseiaas 4.15,16;

I Thessalonians 1.1,

II The.salonians 1.1,4; and twenty referenoes in Revelation.
Several pa.sag

~ich especiallY represent this group
es
will be mentioned brieflY. The .uocess of conyersions in Motiooh

1HoskynS

2 [pig..

and Davey, Q]e cit~, p. 26.

3 SchIllidt, ..2p. oil.-,

p.

8:'
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became known to.. the

~

.::;;
.~ul
~ll_..\A

erusa em and they sent Barna-

a
t J

bas to Antiooh to meet with the ohurch.

1

enoe

This refer

, whioh

includes Acts 11.22 and 29, shoWS a far different use of the
word than many of the passages in the septuagint whioh referred
to an ,actual assemblage of people.

Rere it is a general .taten
mont ooncerning a corporate body in a looatio whioh did on
oooasion meet in a single congregation or more likely as oongrogaUon •• The referenceS did not speoify the actual meeting
together, as mo~t septuagint references and all olas.i.~
re;::>
J
Most -all plural uses of c I< KA I1c-[tL in
ferences

would have done.

the New Testament are in this sense of the word.
7.
l
The fourtb general .ategory in "bioh G I<K"~'~

I

is used
vere

in the New Testament is in tbe sense of a lo.al body of belie
in actual session.

I corinthians l~ give. thiS usage.

hearkens baok more stronglY
iB. an aotu

This u.e

t. the pagan use of the word.

and conorete .....mblag··

There

Paul is dealing with the

al
probl.m of tho spiritual gift of tongues in I corinthians l~.
The ref.rences to

-1' )(KA "~,"

in the ohapter deal vitb a problem of
l
the ohurch in .esBio , or the cburch as a looa body meeting
n
together. The fifth v.r'.' for e"",.ple, ...
ys that to prophesy 10
re
better than to speel< in tongu.s u.nl••• th.
i. an int.rpret.r
of the tongue. who .an edifY the ohurch•

ThiS use of the word

?
1
J
rch
would fit the modern phrase, "in ohUoonoerning
."
the use of e KI</'I1<>-'Ia..

A question

in the N.w TeBtam

that is raised

inolu"s thO reaso"s "hY thie/ yard wa. oho••n
ent
and the matter of ito relationshiP with a-"v~Y~Y ~.
ThiS all seems

_ 62 ...

tG be tied togethero
John.
summarizes the following reasons for the choosing
ton
of

e

z> kl":{\\IJ~'a..1
I

for use in the New Testaments

(1) The disciples of the risen Christ .elieved themselves to
be the true people of Godl t~ey were the Messianio oommunity.
Thi. oould be expr •••• d in ~ni.ht~. the COngregation of God.
But .in ~r ••k • apart from eru"~ Y ~ y.f' "hi ch had definite
l1m>taho , as we have .een, e~KA"~,iL was the only word cap~le of ns
reoeiving the oontent of the Christian ol.im. (2)
It was not so distinctivelY Jewish as to be uneuitabl. for a
sooiety whioh quiokly accepted Gentiles for membershiP on
J;he profession cf faith in Christ as Lora. (}) iar
In particular,
had scriptural authority a~ was f••il
to all.
Of oours there was nothing like a conoiliar decision to
adopt as thee tit Le of the Christian ao ciety dthe "ord -'C •• ,,~ ("-0
Other names, usually more oonorete, "ere us. , ubut
ive gradually
this one ous • all .thers and beeame the excl •
po ••••sion
t
d
of Christians, This result ow.d much to the frequency of
Paul'. u.e of ~<,,"~and
to his prominent conception of what

E.K'".~

1

the Eeclesia

iso

Hoskyns and Davey indicate that the Christiane from an
early date considered themselves to be the Israel of God and the
true raoe of God in oppo.ition to the Je".'

Henc. they u.ed the

Old Testament "ord, i:' "O<A~~,h., in the sen•• of a particular peopl.e
2
w i th a service

Others regard the transition

from

to perform.

Judai.m as a more unoonsoious move.

E.F •.Soott r.els that Chri.ti-

anity took over the Judaistic conception of Israel "ith only the
one difference, namely, that faith replaced race as the bond of
union.

He indicates that "in thO speech of Stephen, perhaps the

earliest Christian document "hich has come down to us, the "hole
argument turns on the

ide. that lerael a. a nation has been re-

jeoted and has surrendered its privileges to the true I.rael, the

lJohns

,

ton

2 Hoskyns
.

£Fe ei~,

pp. 44.45-

and Davey, 2]-

ci~,

p.

30.
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chur-eh s ,,1

Jackson and Lake consider the early followers of JeBU•• s

still regarding themselv •• a part of the Je~i.h Church.

Only

when the synagogue oppo.ition gre~, dil the Chri.tians abandon
n
the Je~i.h praotio. and allo~ the p••••••io of the spirit to be
the -trade ~k-

i

K'"

~~,~;

of the ~risti~.

-~.y

oalled them.elves the

probablY this ~as at first merely the translation of

ken ••eth, but the fact that it had be.n used in the LXX. t. transtion
late 9ahal--the Congregation of Isra.l__furthered the oonvio
that the Christian Churoh, not the Je~i.h, waS the Congregation of
S

I.ra.•l, the true p.oPle of God_ the "" /,. a. contra t.I t. .,;;,.
"tSy? _2
~

Burton makes a bri.f study of

~

I

e""''''~'''

and make ••• me

e
interesting oone.".ions• After noting its u. in the Old Testam.nt, ola••
Greek, tbe pentateuoh, and the ApOOrypha, be
ical
indioates that the Dispersion era marked a revival of the term,
e
&oVQY~Y4, for the local Jevieh oongregationS. Heno , ~hen
Christians needed a term for their own assemblie., they reverted
to 5K",A,,~,h.

~hieb had bee" used in pagan Greek ."d later Old

Testament terminolOgy.

H. c.~ent.

that the ecumenical meaning

was aerived from the septuagint'. use of thiS word to express

7n1

.. ,
,

J

the covenant oommunity of GOd.}
lErne

F. Scott, The Nature of the Church (Ne~ York'
st
Charles Scribner's Sone, 1941), pp. 29,}0.
2 • • Foake. Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, gpo cit~, I, 327,}28.
p J
}Erne. DeWitt Burton, A Critioal and Exegetical Commentar to thet Galatians, ~e Internatio,,;lCritical420co....
n~r
Ne~ York' Charles soribner" sons, 1920 , pp. 417•
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All of these seoondary comments indicate a common feeling
that the .arly Christiane regard.d tho ?~~A"~'~ as a fulfillment
and a renewal of the Jewish community as the people of God.
r-ea.sons..... to stand out as to why
O-VV~ywy{

cone ider

t ~KA

"~ ..~

Two

predominated over

to ."press tbe ChriStian body. (1)'1' I<I<'"~'{, was
e
more in an abstract and ideal .ens than &TV ';¢Y ~

ed
primarily because of its use in the septuagint.

y.J.

This background

made it more applicable for use as a name for the Christian groUP,
(2)

There have been hints this studY that &uvaiw,.J had developed

a more regular usage .s the local Jewish assembly or meeting place.
This definitely local connotation would make it unacceptable for
Cnristian usage and this common usage by Jews would alsO give
reason

for the Christians

to avoid its use.

In the Ne" Testament.

o--V

vaywy1

is ooIDDlonlyused of tbe

Jewish place of wor.hip or its cOngregation in actual meeting.
and

?KKA~&'~ is used of the Christian assembly or community or

corporate body.
of

o-uV~Ywy~

Jame. 2.2 raises a bit of a question by its ~.e

to describe a Christian me.ting.

li"toBacker's claim

that tnere was always a definite line between these two word. witn~t

exoeption i. wrong. 1 Ropes ~t

o~y

acc.pts tbis usage in 2

James.;;but gi

evidenoe of a .iadlar ~sag. in other
sourc•••
">
j
s
vee
Another problem of Ne" Testament "sage of
"~'Q
.enter
2
I

"'I<....

around the pr

BeuO
omi

us

use of the singular and plural of

I'

"K K"

"M"-

tian

lCarl Von Wei.sacker. The A ostoliC A e am
of stbe Cbris
Churo!!. trans. James Millar (New York' G.P. putn ' Sons. 1897
pp. 4Y,,46o
2Jam.

H. Rope •• Epistle of st. James, InternatiOnal Critical commentary_(New
York' Charles soribner's sons, 1936), pp. 188,1,
s

- 65 in the New Testament.
by this 1s.u..
C I<KA

Craig notes that in the twenty-two "ses of

in 1 CQrin thian-, the.t "he goes back and forth fr OD!

.,~'"

::>

A significant oor<>llary is introduoed

I

the singular to the plural with surprising freedom.

Tho one

church was located in many places and he could refer to these
congrog ..u.n. either as churche. or ,Hhe church.' ,,1 Schmidt,
likewise, oomments that the singular and plural are used without
:;::>

real difference.

I

Thi. doe. not mean that the £K~/lfl~'~
i. divided !at.
eK'''"~'~', or that, Iioe ver~. it is form~d by ~he coming
tog
of thO latter. It meanS that !l!!. c KK'~~'~
is present
;;:>
~
J
in ethOr
a certain place, and2thiS is not affected by the mention·
of £'I<I\0I1¢o(~1

\

elsewhereo

»
J
esio
This last use Use of plural of ~K~'~'~ in Romans 16.16)
(
adds t. the difficulty of interpretiag the word gkkl
solely in the light of the Old Testament. Hitherto it might
have beea suppesed tbat the Old Testament idea of the people
of God had simply been christianized by a reinterpretation
of the relation to God in the light or the gospel. In that
ea.e ekklesij; would still mean all the people of God as.embled
or unas.embled, the new Israel, the whole Christian body. But
here the plural appears, ~k!2sia~. and not only here, bat ti
many tim •• in the Pauline epistle.. And these fkkleeiaJ; may
equally well he grOUPS .eeting in a house, or all the Chris anti 0 f a gr at 01ty • •'rhe!JE!;le
SoiM
or Asia s..lute you.
e
Aquila and prisCO. .alute yOU muoh in the Lord, with the esi
ekkle.ia that is in their bOuse.· Th''''the name 'elckl
'"
can be given indiscriminatelY to thO whole body or'Christians.
to local bodies of Christians, "nd even to smaller
bodi •• or
ts
Christians within local bodie.. The corpora
sense of
ekkle.i~ has not been 10.' in the empha.izing of the idea of
oalling. The word has been transformed to denote a body of
men and women in which unity of every part oorresponds to,
repeata, represents, and in fact i! the unity of the whole,
So ffklesi~ haS one more aesociation, which cannot be explained by its Old Testament history- The part is equal to
UO
lClaren •• Tucker Craig, "Exegesis" of The First Epis
\0
Corinthians, !he Interpreter's ~ib~ (NashVille' The Abing-

the

don PresS, 195'), X,16.
2 Schmidt, £]8 cit~, p. 7.
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the whol., becau.e each part pos••••••• not a fragm.nt of
the Ohri.t. but the whole Ohrist, and consequently in a
acoordanc with the mathematioal definition, the .kkl.ei
e
is Qf the order of infinityo
This refer • t. the New f •• tament usage of S I<kA ~o-tcc
en e
shewe a new dimen.ion which lIlu.tbe raoed. The ?J<"""~'{._ "is a
miorocosm of the wl\Ole BhUTah. ,,2 Wherea., the primary .eaning of
the word ian.rently points to an a.eeably of the faithful in worship before God, yet there is a univereal eenae t. the word, and
d
al
finally a .en. in whioh the whole ""ivers
i•• xpr•••• in
e
the locale

In addition to thie idea which beoaae a part of the

Ohristian use of

~k"""~(~'
th.re

i. a recognition that New

Testament eccle.iolOgy i. ineeparably linked with Chri.tology.

In

order to make this point. three analy.e. will be quoted.
This "commonwealth of God," as it ha s been called, i. an
organized community of people who share a common experience
of Jesus Ohri.~, and ~hO are united in love, faith, and
loyalty ~. him and to one another in the bonds of f.llowship
aad s.rvic • For Paul the church is the living emb.dime"t
e
of the spirit
of ~h. Master. It i. hi. continued incarnation
in the world, and it. function i. t. propagate hi. goopel and
t. perpetuate and .pread his spi3it among ..en until they leaven the life of the whole world~
er
The Ohurch that calls it.elf £9.1e.~ means to be n.ith
Synagogue nor anti-synagogue nor yet para-Synagogue. but
the covenant .ommunity of the Messiah, .eeing its roots back
beyond the age of the formation of the synagogue in the very
20

e1t~, pp. 31,3
it
2 • Newton Flew. JesuS and Ris Ohurch (N.w York. The Abingdon Press.R 19,8). p. 16 and w. K. Lowther Olarke, ~ivine Human %
(Ne..York. Macmillan .."d OompallY, 19,6), p. 158.
1HQskyn6

and Davey, £Pe

'John ShOrt, "Expo.ition" of The First Epistle to thO
Corinthian., The InterEreter'S HJblJ! (Nashville. Th· AbingdO" Pr ••••
1953)

t

X, 160
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oe

beginnings of Israel. She ia'ends to revive the inheritan
of the Mosaic covenant community and noW at last bring its
origiial purpo •• to its fulfillment. the hallowing of God'.
name 0
At any rate the point is pretty clearly made that the tKt<><",,",-as
the body of Christ is not a mere fellowship of ..sn.
The true meaning of the gathering of God in Christ oan never
be understood from the standpoint of .ocial science. The
one .ssenti
is communion with Christ. To put the ..tter in
a nutshell~.al single individual could .e __would
have to be-t
the C "KA~"'("- if he has communion with Chri. • ThiS is the
basie of true human brotherhood. Over against all .ociological
attempts to comprehend 'he Church, it must be noted that for
Paul, for tho.e who f.llowed him, and for t~e Fourth Evangelist,
eoolesiology and Christ.10gy are identical.
These thr. points of emphasis - the relationshiP of 't Ke
and why the former waS choson, the use of
\<Al1O-b. with

a-uvo.yw't

the plural

of

~

and the findi3g of the universal in the

-€1<1Ci\'1<rl~

looal, and the ol.S. tie with Christ and Christolegy_haV.

\

been

dealt with eufficientlY t. move to ..everal considerations of
lesser

ed

significanCeo

Whether or not ?t:KKA"""~ I

etymologicallY

contains the idea .f "oall

is an issue with divergent opinions.

out"

Hort followed

by Burton and Johnston say. no; but Dei.smann and Schmidt oay, yes.
Hor

recognize. the scriptural ide. of the church as

t
possibly SUggesting calling men out of the world.
-,

I

the idea i. foreign to -£ K ,,,I~~,,,- and tbat
in suoh a context.

?
A
I
S ~ '" .,_

But he .laims
never i. used

H. gnes on to point out that in the Old Testa-

~"p and tKkA".J~ are not us.d with any emphasiS of sUDl-

ment both

rT
..ons, bu.t rather
of a.

"b11,3

se

Burton states categorioallY that

1stauffer,

£P&

cit~, p. 1530

3

ci~t

pp. 5,6&

t,

Hor

~.

... 68 ""
on the basis of it. etymology

~KI<A'''{,_

does not hold the thOUght

of "oall

out" of the "orld or separated from it. Even though
ed
this might be congenial to Ne" Testament thought, be claims Paul
l
did not make suoh a substitution of moaning.
Johnston makes his
ted
.laim on the basis that tbe lKKA~"~ is eo..posed of .eleo
oitizens and that the purposiveness of the gathering is the idea
smann

stressed,,2

On the other side of the question, Deis

considers

translation of 1K"''''~'l... to be "the (oonvened)
ral
"This self_bestowed na...rested on the certain oon-

the most li.te
as ....bly."

viotion that God had separated fro" the world His 'saints' in
Christ, and had 'oalled' or 'oonvened' them to an assembly,
which was 'God's assemblY,' 'God's muster,' because God was tho
convener. ,,3

Schmidt without too much reasoning for this point

states, " '"KK,I"~"- is in fact that grouP of human beings which
oiou
is .all
out of the world by God, even without any oons
•
e
ed
emphasis on the preposition, like the original 9",081 Yahw!!.,in
4
which no preposition

is expressed."

The over-all usage of thO word in thie study would lean
toward the argument held by Hort and tho.e who have maintained
his position.

'rho idea of being ".alled out of tbs world" soems

to inolude more than is involved in the word and its major usage.
------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- 6
IBurton, ~.

cit~, p. 420.

2Johnston,~'

pp. 35.3 •

JAdolf Deis.
, ~fro.
the Anoient Eas~, trans.
menn
Lionel R.M. strachan (New York' George H. Doran Company, 1927).
po 1120
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It has more the sense of a convened group.

Much of the preceding

quotation of Deissmann would .e acceptable, except the idea of

"

separated f!l1omthe W'orldo"
:Before leaving thts discussion

of the Christian

usage,

tkere are two bits of evidence which date from the close of the
e
First Century A.D. and whick are outside of the canon. !h First
Elliotte of Clement t. the Corinthians uses ,EKkA
ramilar ways.

~&("

in three

In the introduction is a reference addressing the

letter from the "church of God" in Rome to the "church of God" in
Corinth.

In a rererence in xliv.~ mention is made concerning the

approval or the whOle church to the appointment of meDas
This usage probablY refers to the church in one community.

bishOps.
The

third reference in xlvii.6 is that the ohurch in Corinth was
being disloyal to its elders.
the looal group.
meaning

'ThiSof oours. is a referenoe to

These referenees ooincide and sbow a similar

with the common New Testament

usage.

A seoO

note to be added .oncerning Christian usage in
nn
nd
non_canonical sources oomes from an observation of Beissma •
He has found that in references dating from the turn of the First
Century A.B. that both pagan and Christian literature ma~e a
Latin form of

lKI<~~"'{,_

rather than to translate it.

This ob-

.ervation does not add fresh meaning to the word, but it doe. indicate its prominence, r.spect, and important significance.
word was taken .s it waS used in the East and used similarly
l

the westo

The
in

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION
The word,
use in Judaism
the First
inally

E;

was developed

I<l<AVjO"lh.-,

and Christianity

Century

A study to understand

a "peculiar

.>

Other

sense of an official

meeting

to a concrete

assembly

This word oame

often had a definite
of 'the male

o'1f.Los,

way.

of persons

which

and purposes.

actual assemblies

in an official

mean-

contente,,2

business

it used to indicate

but not always

referred

I

KICAV1D-lct

oalled for politioal

times found

dT~~

~

its precise

theology.l

stamp of a Christian

In pagan Greek usage,

was officially

its

to the point that by the end of

ing can be of great value to Biblical

teohnioal

through

A ..
Do it could mean muoh more than it did orig-

in pagan Greeko

to possess

greatly

of the

This word always
and was never used

with an abstract meaningo
The septuagint
with the people
stract

not only gave identifioation

of God or Israel,

as well as concrete

the Septuagint
was adopted
assembled

essential

or not

comes regularly

lSchmidt,

0

but alsO used it in an ab-

sensee

This latter development

in trying

by the Christians

to understand

makes

the word as it

for the name of their gro~p, whether

The presence

of

as a translation

Ope

of this word

-e

k

kA

~O-I~

in the Septuagi.nt

for the Hebrew

oi t •., p~ 8.

- 10 ...

2 Johnston,

ter~,
Ope

cit., p. 350

- 71 is found more frequently in the later writings than
which

.,.. ..
illY'

wUh

,:>,1[7 is used interchangeablY in thO first four books of

The later writings increasinglY translate

-r ,.

the pentateuch

-r -r
'~I?

8

".;;>

uy

I

z:: K\<A '1 {>-IO-

10a
f"

This Greek word see•• to have a stronger identi..

on than a-U"~V~'?

ti

and c....
e to overshadOW the latter, e.peI

oially in referenCe to the Hebr ••• as a di.tinct people in the
later parts of the Old Testament.

The usage of the word,

""KA~"~

went far beyond the pagan meanings in its referenoes t. an abstract group.
Exilio era.

This was particularlY true in and about the Post
The word waS used of the Hebrews who were the people

of God and who met with and before Him as an assembly.

110 men

and even children came to be inoluded sometimes in the group
identified

as the

This septuagintal usage opened the way for the Iword to
be taken up by Christianity, especiallY since a-uu~ywy~

was being

used pretty commonly as the looal sssemblY place or assembly of
Jewish worship.

The concrete and abstract idea of as.emblY as

developed by use in the septuagint was important.

The abstract

connotation waS applied in Christianity both in a local and in a
universal sense.

Its previouS identification with the people of

God also fit the ~ristian

Israel ..
" The

conception of themselves sS "the new

New Testament also used the word in the sense that

the looal church, wbOther assembled or not, represented or was,
in a real sense, equal to the "hOle church.

"The part is equal

to the whole, because each part possesses, not' a fragment of the

- 12 Christ, but the whole Christ, and consequently,
with the mathematioal
of infinityl"l
contexts

definition,

the ekklesia is of the order

This also Suggests the close tie in all of its

with Christ in order to understand

iology and Christology
The development
Septuagint

time still referred

to

pagan meaning,

important

brings the matter to the close of

Even though the Christian writings
'2

I

occasionally

£KM,?C7"ICG

the development
referred

according

added the idea that the ~ I<kAj.-JO-I~
?
I
&~~A~~\~.

meaning

The Nev Testa-

in a local place

This idea of an abstract

fully the whole

seems to destroy Barth's

support of Luther in seeking to

tion

replaoe "church" entirely by the term, "congregs
development

of the New Testament

whole raises
as Schmidt

to its

to the people of God as the

&KkA1~'~
in both a eoncrete and abstraot sen •••
I

represents

at this

of meaning is still most

_:::)

ment writers

Eooles-

of meaning as recorded in the usage of the

The Septuagint

0

its meaning.

become intertwined.

and the New Testament

the First Century A.Do

original

in accordance

seriOUS question

strongly

1Hoskyns

.,,2

The

in which the part equals the

to the idea of "the invisible

church',t

asserts~3

and Davey, DE. 9i~,

p. 320

2

B~rth, Dogmatios in__Qutline, trans. GoT. Thomson
Kar1
(London: S.C.M. Press, 1949), pp. 141,142.
3Sohmidt,

0p. oit., pp. 66-690
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